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About Meet Taipei 2017
Since 2014, Meet Taipei has been a festival for startups from all over the world. Here, investors,
startups and resource providers get together to have more opportunities for communication
and make more possibilities. Moreover, through this big event, we are eager to convey how
startups are so important that it deeply inﬂuence whole industrial structure and even Taiwan’s
future.
As a result of bringing together different nations, ideas and opinions, Meet Taipei is a platform
for all startups to co-create, co-found and co-grow. In other words, Meet Taipei is deﬁnitely a
microcosm of the startups ecosystem.
The impression of Taiwan, changeable climate, large number of high mountains and rich natural
resources but hard to obtain, all these characteristics quite seems like a big challenge when
running a new business.
Taiwan is an island bounded by territory. Yet, when it comes to spirit of startups, there’s no
boundary at all. Therefore, let’s rock the island with the power of startups.
http://meettaipei.tw/

The Fact about Meet
Meet, built by Business Next Media, was the community for startup that aims to create a
platform gathering opportunities, resources and information.
Since 2011, with over 10 thousand people joined, 80 events have been held by Meet, such
as startup gathering, conference cooperating with AAMA Taipei Cradle Program, and startup
festival - Meet Taipei. Besides, in the past 7 years, we’ve interviewed more than 900 startup and
selected Top 200 among them as “Yearly Neo Star”.
We welcome you to co-grow, co-found and co-create with us. Don’t hesitate. Let’s MEET!
https://meet.bnext.com.tw/

The Fact about Business Next Media
Business Next Media since its inception of 1999, focusing on finance, technology, and the
relevant topics. Within the passage of time, Business Next Media developes new platforms
to provide more information for our readers. Having both offline and online activities for
readers, Business Next Media keeps searching for next ideas, new models, and key persons on
technology economy and interet business. Today, "Startup" is the core issue for Business Next
Media to care about. We believe ﬁrmly that "Startup" is the key to lead the changes of global
industry.
https://www.bnext.com.tw/
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IoT NEXT Innovation Summit

11.16 Thu. 09:30-16:30

Pink Stage

The next battleﬁeld: IOT
From start-ups to big enterprises, IOT is the last opportunity for Taiwan to reverse the industry.To become the leader, seizing the trend of
IOT is also a good solution for enterprises to sharpen their competitive.In order to raise Taiwan 's importance in the global market, what
we need to do is re-positioning our role and establishing a brand new image.
Where is the last mile of service war?How to grasp the trend and become the winner?
This time, we will introduce you the hottest issue in the global market.Co-creation, big data, the blockchain, artiﬁcial intelligence and
other crucial technologies in the IoT NEXT Innovation Summit.Let us discover the world of start-ups and forecast the future of IOT.

Time
09:30

Topic

Speaker

Opening Show
Welcome Remarks

Part 1：Innovation Trend & Global Market
Co-founder & Director of BOD,Advantech

10:00

Taiwan: Leading the NEXT, Sharing Economy

10:30

European Market: Key Tech Enabling the
Smarter World

11:00

France: Mirroring on IoT Revolution

Evangelisation

11:30

New Resources: How Hardware Startup do
Business in Global Market

Head of Global Sources Direct, Global Sources HK

12:00

Germany:Leading the Digital Transformation with
the Cloud-Based, Open IoT Operating System

Chaney Ho
General Manager and Regional Vice President,STMicroelectronics

Giuseppe Izzo
Raouti Chehih, CEO of EuraTechnologies/ Head of Adoption and Tech

Sigfox

Ben Wong
President & CEO, Siemens Taiwan

Erdal Elver

Part 2：IoT Key Tech Application
Head of Networks for Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan, Ericsson

14:00

5G: How 5G will revolutionize the IoT

14:30

Block Chain: Invisible Tech Application gather
the world

CTO & Enterprise Business Unit Technical Sales Executive, IBM Taiwan

15:00

Smart Manufacturing: When Industry 4.0
knocks the door-From Connect to Configure

Director of Business Consumption, Sales and Marketing Group INTEL CORPORATION

Peter Fung

Jacky Hsu

Dylan Li

Part 3：Resources: Tips or Lessons for IoT Startups
15:30

Resources Connection: Next Trend for Startups
in Asia

16:00

Investor Insight: What's Hot in IoT Startup
Ecosystem

Group President & CEO of Vertex Venture Holdings Ltd & Management Pte. Ltd.l

CHUA KEE LOCK

CEO, Fenox Venture Capital/ Chairman, Startup World Cup

Anis Uzzaman
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IoT NEXT Innovation Summit | 11.16 Thu. | Pink Stage | SPEAKER

Co-founder & Director of BOD, Advantech Taiwan

Chaney Ho
As the president of Advantech, Chaney Ho is in charge of the company’s global sales and marketing strategies. He is also leading the company in its
new branding mission toward “Enabling an Intelligent Planet.” As a result of his leadership, Advantech has received recognition through the years
from the prestigious brand-consulting firm Interbrand as one of the Top 10 Taiwan Global Brands.

Managing Director of ST Taiwan/Vice President of Asia Pacific Region,
STMicroelectronics

Giuseppe Izzo
Izzo joined SGS-Thomson Microelectronics (now STMicroelectronics) in 1987 and shortly thereafter relocated to Asia, living and working in many
different Countries, from Korea to Taiwan, to Hong Kong to China. He has held various positions within ST’s Asia Pacific organization, covering
marketing, application development and product design for power management, consumer and computer systems, automotive, and multi-segment
products. Izzo established ST’s Automotive and Multi-Systems Competence Centers in Shanghai and Power Management Competence Center in
Taiwan, contributing to the Company’s success in power management solutions for PC motherboards and building its presence in the car body and
power train arenas, as well as the digital audio markets in Asia Pacific.

CEO of EuraTechnologies/Head of Adoption and Tech Evangelisation, Sigfox

Raouti Chehih
Raouti Chehih joins Sigfox as new Head of Adoption and Tech Evangelisation in 2017. The Adoption and Tech Evangelisation Department drives
the democratisation of Sigfox’ technology among developers and startups, which play a key role in the emergence of tomorrow's applications and
uses. Born in 1971, Raouti Chehih joined EuraTechnologies as Head of Strategy in 2003. He then became CEO in 2009 and Chairman of the Strategic
Board in 2016. In 2011, Raouti designed a unique program with Stanford University which trained over 150 entrepreneurs on how to monetize their
innovations.

Head of Global Sources Direct, Global Sources HK

Ben Wong
Ben Wong is responsible for the overall vision, operations and development of Startup Launchpad (www.launchpadhk.com) – Asia’s largest hardware
startup trade show. Ben serves as the Head of Global Sources Launchpad, a sub-business division of Global Sources, where he is responsible for
helping hardware startups scale successfully leveraging the correct global distribution channels. In his role, Ben oversees the company’s cross-border
O2O distribution channels for emerging brands in the Asia Pacific region and has grown the business from 50 startups to 400 in just two years. He
also manages international relationships with private and public sectors in promoting international commercialization of hardware innovation.

Erdal Elver, President & CEO, Siemens Taiwan

Erdal Elver
As the president and Chief Executive Officer of Siemens Ltd., Taiwan, Mr. Erdal Elver is also the former president and Chief Executive Officer of
Siemens Ltd., Vietnam, former general manager Jiangsu province and vice president of Siemens Ltd., China, former general
manager and vice president of sales China, mobile networks, Siemens AG, and former vice president of business development and strategy &
business excellence, mobile networks, Siemens AG. Erdal graduated from Technical University of Munich Germ with a master degree of Computer
Science.
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IoT NEXT Innovation Summit | 11.16 Thu. | Pink Stage | SPEAKER

Head of Networks Ericsson Taiwan, Hong Kong & Macau

Peter Fung
Peter Fung is Head of Networks covering Ericsson Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau since July 2016, responsible for reinforcing Ericsson’s product
leadership and ensuring that Ericsson leverages its industry-leading product offerings to support customers in the markets on their transformation
journey. Prior to this role, Peter was held responsible for Customer Solutions for Ericsson Hong Kong and Macau for ten years. In this capacity, his
primary responsibility is to develop strategy, advise and as well drive solutions to satisfy customers’ needs.

CTO & Enterprise Business Unit Technical Sales Executive, IBM Taiwan

Jacky Hsu
Jacky Hsu is the Enterprise Business Unit Technical Sales Executive and Chief Technology Officer of IBM, Taiwan. He is responsible for developing
the innovative technical support and sales development, especially in Cognitive Computing, Internet of Things and Blockchain. With over 24-year
experience, he is familiar with helping clients in design information system architecture, technical support of software/hardware, and internet service.

Director of Business Consumption, Sales and Marketing Group INTEL
CORPORATION

Dylan Li
Dylan Li is the Director of Business Consumption at Sales and Marketing Group for Intel Corporation. Li joined Intel in 2016 covering manufacturing
and industrial sectors among Asia-Pacific and Japan Region. He has rich in-depth knowledge of smart and connected infrastruture deployment as well
as understands the market demand of large manufacturing and industiral customers especially in Taiwan, Japan and Korea.
Prior to his career life at Intel, he was an Associate Partner for Global Business Service of IBM Taiwan, leading the team for business planning,
development and execution for Taiwan industrial sector.

Group President & CEO of Vertex Venture Holdings Ltd &
Management Pte. Ltd.

CHUA KEE LOCK
Serving Vertex as CEO since 2008.Prior to Vertex, he was the President of Biosensor, a biotech company listed in Singapore Stock Exchange.Kee
Lock has also co-founded an internet startup, MediaRing, in 1995, which subsequently listed successfully on the Singapore Stock Exchange. From
2003 to 2006, he was the Managing Director of Walden International. Kee Lock graduated from the University of Wisconsin at Madison with a BSc in
Mechanical Engineering and earned a MSc from Stanford University.

CEO, Fenox Venture Capital/ Chairman, Startup World Cup

Anis Uzzaman
Anis Uzzaman, Ph.D. is the General Partner, CEO, and founding member of Fenox Venture Capital. Anis has invested in over 100 startups in the
United States, Japan, and Southeast Asia. Some of the prominent USA startups in the Fenox portfolio include Genius, Jibo, Affectiva, Meta, Afero,
Blockstream, and ShareThis. Anis is also an investor and board member of Tech in Asia, the largest tech media blog in Southeast Asia. Anis also sits on
the board of directors of Jibo, Affectiva, Afero, Lark, Sano, Jetlore, DLE, I AND C-Cruise, Infoteria, and ZUU.
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2017 Meet Neo Star
Demo Show

11.17 Fri. 09:20-17:40

Time

Topic

09:20-09:30

Opening Speech by the organizer

09:30-09:45

Guest Remarks

09:45-10:30

2017 Startup Survey

2017 Meet Neo Star Demo Show

10:30-11:25

Part 1 Tomorrow's Technology

11:25-11:35

Break

Speaker / Neo Star

James Huang ／ CIO, Business Next Media Corp.
MARC Penzel ／ Founder & COO, Startup Genome

TG3D Studio
Ucarer
MacroMicro
AMIS
EleClean

Freescan
Smart Power Technology
Embrace Audio Lab
Flexwave
KitchBot

11:35-12:30

2017 Meet Neo Star Demo Show

12:30-14:00

Exclusive Networking Lunch for Judges and Neo Stars

Part 2 Smart Hardware & IOT

2017 Meet Neo Star Demo Show

14:00-14:55

Part 3 AI & Big Data
Part 4 Mobile & Cloud
Part 5 Consumer & Commerce（1）

14:55-15:15

Break

15:15-16:25

2017 Meet Neo Star Demo Show

Part 5 Consumer & Commerce（2）

YOCTOL
mit.Jobs
BQool
Famicloud
AmazingTalker

Cyberbiz
Sunnyfounder
iParking
iCarry
Pointimize
Host

Co-Founder, AppWorks Accelerator

Jamie Lin
Panelist

[Panel Discussion]

16:25-17:25

VC Insights, the International
DNA that Taiwanese Startups
must Have.

GM, Taiwania Investment and Management Co. Ltd.

David Weng
Co-founder, FlyingV

Light Lin
Co-founder, SOS Ventures

William Bao Bean
Director, StartupFest Europe at StartupDelta

Sjoerd Hauptmeijer
17:25-17:40
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Name the Winners

Pink Stage

2017 Meet Neo Star Demo Show | JUDGES
Managing Director, DBS Bank (Taiwan) Ltd

Vice President, CDIB Capital Innovation Accelerator and CDIB Capital

Stephen Ho

Management Corporation

Stephen joined as a managing director DBS’ Investment Banking Group
in Singapore in June 2001. Prior to joining DBS, Stephen was the Head of
Global Telecom, Media & Technology Group in Asia at JP Morgan Chase
since 1998. He started his career with Chase in 1989 as a M&A generalist
in New York before specialising in media and telecom sectors in New York
and subsequently in Asia. He holds a B.S. in Civil Engineering from Iowa
State University, a M.S. from M.I.T. and an MBA from the Wharton School of
Finance, University of Pennsylvania.

Jessica Huang
Jessica is the vice president of CDIB Capital Innovation Accelerator and
the CDIB Capital Management Corporation. Before joining CDIB group,
she had worked at Paclink Management Corp., an investment affiliate of
Yulon-Group for 20 years accumulating prolific investment experience
covering several industries, including semiconductor, TMT and Internet. In
addition, she served as vice president of a listed software company. Jessica
is currently the board director of 4Gamers Entertainment, Citiesocial and
Umbo CV.

Senior Industry Mentor, StarFab Accelerator

Independent Non-executive Director , FIH Group

Eric Liang

Chairman, We Interactive Ltd.

With 30 years of experience in ICT product development, validation
and management, Eric has worked for companies in the Taiwan and US,
including ITRI and Foxconn, and was also in charge of overseeing the joint
research project in advanced technology between MIT CSAIL and Foxconn.
Currently coach startups on new product development and promotion in
his role as an advisor with StarFab Accelerator, NCTU IAPS, Atelligent, and
Hsinchu Science Park.

Sting Tao
Sting Tao is currently chairman of We Interactive (TW) Ltd. and also an
independent non-executive director of FIH group(HK:2038). Before this,
he was the vice president in Next Entertainment (HK) Ltd., which is a startup focusing on providing pan-entertainment live streaming platform.
Before this, and he was the general manager of LINE Taiwan as well as the
director and general manager of LINE PAY Taiwan.
He has over 15 years of experience in startup, growth, management and
consulting, and particularly deep insights in business model innovation,
mobile application industry, and digital trend.

ITIC VP of business development

Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd./Senior Executive Vice President

Stella Yeh

Ronald Song

Ms. Yeh currently serves as a Vice President at ITIC, with more than 10
years of experience in investor-relations, corporate strategy, developing
partnership with strategic alliances including business corporation and
investment for publicly listed companies. Previously managed OEM
operations at Asustek Computer. Ms. Yeh has more than 4 year experiences
in driving resource development and business strategy as Chairman of a
start-up company and doing early stage investment as venture partner.
Ms. Yeh is Independent board director of public listed company. Ms. Yeh
received Masters in Urban Planning from UPenn and MBA from University
of Pittsburgh.

Ronald Song is the Chief Investment Officer of Chunghwa Telecom Co.,
Ltd., Taiwan’s largest integrated telecommunications services company
that provides fixed-line, mobile, broadband, and internet services. In the
past, Ronald Song has worked at S.G. WARBURG Securities, Deutsche
Bank, ABN AMRO Bank, Goldman Sachs and CIMB Securities, work
experience of investment banking nearly 30 years.

Co-founder and Principal of AAMA Taipei Cradle Program

CEO, Kaiyu Consulting Inc.

Charles Yen

Mingto Yu

Mr. Yen is currently the co-founder and principal of AAMA Taipei Cradle
Program, Director of Social Enterprise Insights Co., Ltd. and principal of
iLab incubation center. He serve as Independent board Director of Eslite
Spectrum Co., Ltd. / Sinyi Realty co.,Ltd and Changhwa Telecom Co.,Ltd.
He has focused on establishing nonprofit entrepreneurs mentorship
platform to help grow Taiwan's startup team by connecting mentors
and other resources in recent years. Prior to build the entrepreneurs
mentoring platform , he spent three decades in international management
consultancy / accounting firm in Taiwan, the United States and Mainland
China, specializing in business model, business growth strategy and IPO
listing.

Mingto Yu was MediaTek’s CFO and Spokesperson. Besides managing
financial and accounting divisions, he was also responsible for leading
investment relationships, public relations, and the human resources teams.
After Mediatek, he then joined Xiaomi as the CFO. He helped set up its
financial and legal teams, as well as finishing its D-round funding.Mingto
Yu is currently the CEO at Kaiyu Consulting. He is now a mentor at AAMA,
guiding new startup businesses and is an active angel investor. Mingto
Yu received his MBA degree from the Wharton School of the University of
Pennsylvania.

Assistant Director (Entrepreneurship & Commercialization), Institute

Partner & Managing Director of Cyzone Angel Fund

for Entrepreneurship, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Pingchao Fang

Raymond Chu
Currently serving as Assistant Director of Institute for Entrepreneurship of
PolyU, Raymond’s works focus on promoting and executing University’s
knowledge transfer and commercialization projects, as well as “outof-classroom” entrepreneurship development activities, with an aim
to nurture Do Well Do Good entrepreneurship for positive impact to
our society. Through various programmes, more than 200 startups and
around 500 social enterprises and young entrepreneurs were supported
and nurtured. He is also in charge of PolyU InnoHub at campus and in
Shenzhen, a co-working and co-creation space to promote innovation and
entrepreneurship development.

Mr. Fang achieved Media EMBA from Tsinghua University and Bachelor
degree from Beijing Institute of Technology. Hejoined Cyzone in 2007, and
has been in charge of Cyzone Angel Fund since 2012. Mr. Fang has tenyearcexperience in entrepreneurship and investment field. His investment
mainly focuses on innovative technology, business service, and excessive
entertainment area. He has successfully invested over forty companies,
such as Insta360, shuidihuzhu, Gifttalk, Easy flower, Huodong xing,
EasyTransfer, Dongpingzaixian.
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Executive Director of Alibaba’s Taiwan Entrepreneurs Fund Limited

Investment Representative, Advantech

Chih-Ping (Andrew) Lee

Tony Liu

Mr. Andrew Lee is the Executive Director of Alibaba’s Taiwan Entrepreneurs
Fund Limited (the “Fund”). Mr. Lee supervises the operations of the Fund
which focuses on venture investing in growth stage companies founded
by Taiwanese entrepreneurs. The Fund was established in 2015 solely by
Alibaba Group with a committed capital of US$300 million dollars.Mr. Lee
received his BA and MBA in finance from National Taiwan University.

Tony works for Advantech, an international IoT and intelligent system
company, and is in charge of M&A, joint venture investment and business
development between new IoT startups and Advantech business units. The
past working experience of Tony includes equity research analyst, product
manager of Advantech intelligent system group, and Advantech corporate
investment.

Venture Partner, Vertex Venture Holdings

Venture Partner,500 Startups

Jeff Chang

Jackey Wang

Mr. Jeff Chang is the Venture Partner and Legal Representative of Vertex
Venture Management Pte. Ltd. (Taiwan Representative Office), heading
the Fund Raising Activities and Portfolios Value Added Supports for
Vertex’s Various regional Funds in Taiwan. He joined Vertex Group in 1995
and was actively involved in Vertex Group's Asian investment activities.
Before joining Vertex Group, Mr. Chang served as Vice President of WK
Technology Fund. He served as Vice President at Alexander Proudfoot.

A full-time entrepreneur, part-time world traveller. A proud graduate of UC
Berkeley in engineering. Passionate about innovation and you can often
find her tackling great problems everywhere. Jackey is the co-founder of
Tickle Labs and now is the 500 Startups’ venture partner in Taiwan.

General Partner, KK Fund

Managing Partner, Mesh Ventures

Alan Kuan Hsu

Edward Chyau

Alan Kuan Hsu is the General Partner of KK Fund, leveraging his expertise
in the TMT sector, consulting background, finance expertise and his
investment experience.
Kuan started his career in management consulting with McKinsey & Co. in
the US, then focused on supply chain management in the US and China
while at Solectron, an Electronics Manufacturing Services provider.

Edward is a Managing Partner at Mesh Ventures. He helps early-stage
technology companies succeed by working closely alongside founders
and connecting them with resources in Taiwan, China, and the US. He
specializes in multidisciplinary engineering and business strategy. Edward
received both his Bachelor’s in Materials Science and Engineering and
Master’s in Applied Biology from the Georgia Institute of Technology.

President, CDIB Capital Innovation Advisors

Managing Director and CEO of Microsoft Accelerator Shanghai

President, CDIB Capital Innovation Accelerator

James Chou

Ryan Kuo
Ryan Kuo is the Vice President of CDIB Capital Management and President
of CDIB Capital Innovation Advisors , focusing on early stage investment.
He is the leader of CDIB Innovation Fund. This new startup fund will have
an accelerator program to help new startup to access CDIB’s portfolios’
corporate resources. Ryan is also the fund manager of Alibaba Taiwan
Entrepreneurs Fund.
Ryan served on the board of directors of Honchuan, JoChu and STL. He
currently serves on the board Zentera, Fiiser, Viscovery, and so on. He was
the co-founder and CEO of MosArt semiconductor corp. He leads R&D
and marketing department

Managing Partner, SparkLabs Taipei

Partner, Cherubic Ventures

Edgar Chiu

Tina Cheng

Edgar Chiu is the Managing Partner of SparkLabs Taipei, an international
accelerator helps Taiwanese entrepreneurs go global. The mentorshipdriven program targets startups in IoT , AI, VR/AR, mobile, fintech,
healthcare, and other verticals. Edgar cofounded Jumpstart Program,
cultivating over 90 entrepreneurial leaders for organizations. He was
previously the COO of Gogolook, developing partnerships in Japan,
Korea, the Middle East and Southeast Asia for the Whoscall app. Gogolook
was subsequently acquired by Naver in 2013. Prior to Gogolook, Edgar
worked at IBM and HP. He earned his bachelor’s degree in Quantitative
Finance from National Tsing Hua University.

Tina is the partner at Cherubic Ventures, an early-stage VC fund with over
100+ portfolio companies in Greater China and the US. Some of the fund's
notable investments include Flexport, Wish.com, Pinkoi, Virgin Hyperloop
One.
Prior to joining Cherubic Ventures, Tina worked as a consultant in Silicon
Valley with Fortune 500 companies, and later moved back to Asia to cofound a company that better connects students in emerging markets with
education institutions around the world. Tina holds an MBA degree from
UCLA Anderson School of Management and a bachelor degree from the
College of Communications at National ChengChi University in Taiwan.
Akio holds a Master's degree from the University of British Columbia,
Canada.

CEO, StarFab Accelerator

Amanda Liu
Founder and CEO of StarFab Accelerator, Amanda has over 20 years
of experience in the development and global marketing of wireless
communications, broadband internet and cloud products. She also cofounded the Cloud & IoT Association of Taiwan Startup Incubation Program
in 2013, the most successful corporate-startup incubation program in
Taiwan.
Amanda has held positions as the Deputy Executive Secretary of the
Taiwan Intelligent Aerotropolis Association, COO of TRIPLE (Taiwan Rapid
Innovation and Prototyping League), Deputy Division Director at ITRI’s
Commercialization and Service Industry Center, and Marketing Manager
at Faraday Technology. Amanda holds a Masters in Management Science
from NCTU.
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James Chou is Managing Director and CEO of Microsoft Accelerator
Shanghai where he leads the effort within Microsoft to scale up the
business for some of the best and most innovative startups in China by
providing unprecedented access to top Microsoft partners and customers,
venture capitalists, and technical knowledge. Through the acceleration,
he helped his portfolio companies raising hundred of million dollars and
increased their valuation more than 300% in average in only 4 months. He
has more than 20 years experiences in TMT space in China and US. Before
joining Microsoft, he was a serial entrepreneur and a venture investor.

2017 Meet Neo Star Demo Show | TEAMS
AI & Big Data
YOCTOL ｜ D3-2

mit.Jobs Ltd. ｜ D2-1

YOCTOL Enterprise Chatbot Solutions

mit.Jobs

We AI Your Business by Bot.
With our proprietary bot building framework, we are proud to
present our end-to-end enterprise chatbot solutions. YOCTOL’s
natural language understanding (NLU) techniques ensure the
best message comprehensions and service deliveries in real
time, and our recommendation engines help engage your
customers with the right products in proper conversational
contexts. We design, develop, and train the chatbot AI for you,
as a promise to deliver the best enterprise chatbot solutions in
the market.

mit.Jobs is a social job platform that focusing on international
and IT talents and has currently launched in 17 different
countries and economies.
mit.Jobs’ core values are Community Sharing and Information
Transparen cy. mit.Jobs is leveraging on the Referral Model,
through people’s connections, to link employers to the most
appropriate candidates and to find talents the best stages to
maximize their value in the world!
https://mit.jobs/

mit Jobs

Consumer & Commerce
famicloud inc. ｜ C1-19
Sinlead Incorporation ｜ C1-10

famicloud

One-stop Solution for New Retail

Famicloud is an e-commerce platform founded in 2015. We have
our own 106770-square-foot frozen warehouse in Taoyuan and
there are over 5000 products such as fresh foods, packaged
foods, beverages and other goods. Therefore, customers can
choose foods from different categories at one time. Moreover,
every item in the warehouse has its scannable bar code, as a result
products can be chosen faster in the -25℃ frozen warehouse.
https://www.famicloud.com.tw/

We provide one-stop solution for New Retail: e-commerce
platform, WMS, and O2O services (POS system and digital
advertising machine).
https://www.cyberbiz.co/

AmazingTalker ｜ C3-6

Pointimize, Inc. ｜ C1-21

AmazingTalker
AmazingTalker is a platform that connects online language
teachers, and all the session will be conducted one-on-one
via Zoom, a video calling app. You can take the class through
smartphone, tablet or computer. The benefits of interacting with
native speakers are not only learning the language, but also
sharing your culture! We are creating a culture and knowledge
sharing social network.
https://amazingtalker.com

Pointimize.com
Pointimize is a sleek metasearch engine that allows users to easily
compare miles, points, and cash deals across leading hotel and
airline loyalty programs. It helps frequent flyers optimize travel
rewards redemption. The points and miles managed by Pointimize
has exceeded one billion and are growing 5.6% month-overmonth.
https://www.pointimize.com/

Direct Current Co.,Ltd. ｜ CX-1

Fi n D at a Fi n a n c e Te c h n o l o g y

iCarry

Corp. ｜ CX-1

No time to pick out souvenirs or carrying the shopping bag has
always been a problem ? No problem , just shop at iCarry. A
variety of souvenirs is offered and fast shipping to airport , hotel
and requested location. Saving time and effort to make trip
more fun !! After leaving Taiwan, just order it online easily to
bring back memories of the trip.
https://www.icarry.me

Sunnyfounder ｜ C1-15

iParking App
Cashless parking facilitates the driving experience. When
entering or exiting, iParking App helps you skip the APS payment
procedure with automatic mobile wallet. iParking's built-in
navigation directs you to the nearest available parking. Meanwhile,
iParking provides electronic ticket cards, parking history and
receipts, also supports bank parking privileges. Furthermore, our
automotive security system keeps your car protected during the
parking with iParking. You can also redeem credit card’s reward
points for free parking. Parking has never been such easier.
https://www.findata.com.tw/

Sunnyfounder
Sunnyfounder is the first green energy crowdfunding platform
in Taiwan. With innovative and interesting designs, the platform
tries to widen the popularity of green energy and invite everyone
to become partner of sunny power plant. Through the platform,
people can choose to invest, donate, or provide rooftops, and
share the benefits brought by green energy. As of October 2017,
Sunnyfounder has spurred more than 1700 people to participate
in the completion of 17 projects throughout Taiwan and Penghu.
https://www.sunnyfounder.com

Mobile & Cloud
BQool Inc ｜ B1-3
Automating Your Amazon Business
BQool provides SaaS solutions for Amazon cross-border sellers.
Automating Amazon business to save time, money and sell more.
We offer Product Research, Customer Service, Price Intelligence &
Product Reviews solutions.
http://www.bqool.com.tw
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Smart Hardware & IOT
SP
Smartpower Technology

SMARTPOWER TECHNOLOGY
GLOBAL CO., LTD. ｜ E1-8
wireless charger solution
Smartpower is a customized solution provider for over eight
years. From last five years, we focused on Wireless Power
module solution, SmartPower Technology is the first one for midpower wireless charger module provider to support fast charge
and quick charge in the world. Our module solution could
support 1%~2% per minutes for cellphone.
http://www.smartpowertec.com/

Embrace Audio Lab Inc. ｜ E3-1
XPUMP / XROUND
Embrace Audio Lab was founded by audio experts, designers, and
audiophiles.Our product XPUMP, which embeds XROUND™, the
exclusive audio digital signal processing algorithm could unleash
the richness, details, and depth of any stereo sound source and
create high-quality soundstage.
http://www.xroundaudio.com

KitchBot ｜ E1-7

Flexwave ｜ E1-4
Sustainable solar casing for IoT
devices
By using Flexwave’s PV casing, we collect ambient light efficiently
to provide sustainable power for IoT devices. Industrials can save
huge maintenance cost on battery replacement. We are looking
for customers focusing on the field of LPWAN such as Sigfox,
NBIoT, LoRa, Zigbee, BLE to collaborate with us.
http://www.flexwave.com.tw

KitchBot, sous-vide on anything
KitchBot can turn anyone from average cook into a master chef,
overnight. KitchBot allows anyone to become master chef by
simply connecting to the kitchen appliance itself and helping you
control the process with our app.
We use different algorithms that allow us to control different kinds
of kitchen appliances, helping you control the temperature and
the readiness of any meal that you're doing and help you along
with an app that gives you guide by guide, step by step process
to understand what you're doing and make it easy for anyone to
make any meal.
https://cookery.kitchbot.com

Tomorrow's Technology
Ucarer Inc.
Ucarer
Headquartered in Taiwan and founded in 2015, Ucarer builds
homecare service mobile eCommerce marketplace platform
for both consumer end and caregiver service provider end,
which can be a trained licensed individual, as well as a licensed
institute.
https://ucarer.tw

TG3D Studio devoted ourselves to building range data scanner,
cloud based surface reconstruction, hybrid modeling, body
measurement and physiques analysis technologies for utilizations
in markets such as Customized and Ready-to-wear Apparel,
Fitness and Wellness, Aesthetic Medicine,VR/Gaming.
http://www.tg3ds.com/

AMIS

MacroMicro

Digital Asset Exchange Platform,
Blockchain Technology Consulting
Services

ELECLEAN Co., Ltd.
EleClean Disinfection Sprayer
In-situ sterilizer generator is the main stream disinfection
application in the future. ELECLEAN developed an innovative
technology by nano-catalysis electrochemical technique, which
is safety (no harmful preservatives), powerful, economical as
well as conveniences. In these ELECLEAN devices, water is the
only reagent and it will be directly transfer to ROS disinfection
which will effectively destroying virus and bacterial by oxidizing
method. This technique can be applied for multi-type appliances
to give us a better and green life.
http://www.eleclean.com.tw/

| Meet Taipei

TG3D Scanatic™ 360 Body Scanner

MacroMicro
MacroMicro is committed to consolidate and digest global
economic data, for the purpose of uncovering the hidden clues
on the economy's health and discerning where it is likely heading
in the economic cycle. We believe that no investment decision
should be taken without performing fundamental analysis.
MacroMicro is changing the way people invest by providing
sophisticated fundamental analysis as well as empowering
investors to have more control over their investment decisions.
https://www.macromicro.me
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TG3D Studio

AMIS is a consortium of financial institutions and technology
companies developing the core technology for, and applications
on top of, distributed ledger (blockchain) technol ogy. Its initial
investors include Fubon Financial, Taishin Financial, and the
Industrial Technology and Research Institute of Taiwan.
http://am.is

Startup Cinema

11.18 Sat. 12:30-16:30

Pink Stage

What are necessary conditions to start own business? The answers probably are enthusiasm, creativity and courage. You need to have
enthusiasm to maintain the original intention. You need to have creative ideas to be the most outstanding one. You need to have courage
to overcome all challenges.“Meet Taipei” and “Skyline Film” organize a series of movies about Startup. Through these movies, you may
see and foresee the scene on the path towards startups.

Time

Title

12:30

The Parade of the Shezidao Kids

13:10

Break

13:15

The Founder

15:15

Break

15:20

Gold Rush Dreamers

16:30

See You 2018 !

The Parade of the Shezidao kids

The Founder

Gold Rush Dreamers

Originated in the summer of 2016, “The

“If you’re not risk taker, you should get the

PTS’s Gold Rush Dreamers in China

Parade of the Shezidao kids” was a project

hell out of business.” – Ray Kroc

f o l l o w s a n u m b e r o f Ta i w a n e s e

with the voice from land sponsored by

Let me give you some key words: 30s for

businessmen from different industries.

Cathay Financial Holdings and Ogilvy &

the burger, shiny golden arches, and a very

Abandoning subcontract work and

Mather Group. Artists and the teenagers

typical American name. Ray Kroc, the 52

traditional industries in order to forge

in Shezidao have completed this difficult

years old milk shake mixer salesman falls in

ahead with the Chinese government’s

but cool plan. With their imaginative and

love with it for his ﬁrst sight. He is conﬁdent

new “twin-engines” strategy, each has the

humorous ideas, they used waste to create

about making this small burger restaurant

ﬁrm belief that they will be among the tiny

the pedal-motorcycle that could represent

in San Bernardino to become the symbol

fraction of people destined to succeed.

Shezidao. In 2017, they even rode on this

of America. And he did it, took everything

Working unremittingly to this end, wearing

pedal-motorcycle to travel Taiwan from

he needs to. Some old friends mocking at

out a pair of shoes in just two months

the north to the south and went back to

his previous unsuccessful dreams when he

and drinking meal replacement shakes to

Shezidao. This project let people pay

ﬁrst talked about McDonald’s, Ray had his

replace two meals each day, are typical

attention not only to Shezidao, but also to

faith, and guess what makes him the game

examples of their indefatigable will to

these kids that used their energy to show

winner?

triumph.

their voice.

Co-Curate

Special Thanks
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Startup World Cup Taiwan

11.16 Thu. 09:00-12:00

White Stage

Startup World Cup competition is your chance to showcase your project amongst some of the best and most innovative startups from
Taiwan and around the world. The winner will not only beneﬁt from global marketing opportunities, chance to connect with corporations
for partnerships and investors for fundraising, but they will also advance to the Startup World Cup Global Grand Finale in Silicon Valley.
It is a global startup pitch competition consisting of 30 regional events around the world, across 6 continents. The winner at the Grand
Finale will receive the main prize – an investment of $1,000,000 USD!
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Time

Title

09:00 - 09:15

Set up & Check in

09:15 - 09:20

MC Opening

09:20 - 09:50

SWC Intro Speech and Guest Speeches

09:50 - 10:00

SWC Rules & Judges Intro

10:00 - 11:30

Pitch Competition

11:30 - 11:45

Judge Deliberation

11:45 - 12:00

Awards Ceremony

| Meet Taipei

La French Tech

11.16 Thu. 14:00-17:00

White Stage

For its ﬁrst anniversary, French Tech Taiwan, in collaboration with the French Ofﬁce in Taipei and Business Next, is bringing La French Tech
to you for one exciting afternoon with French innovative startups, world-class accelerators and local innovation stakeholders. Through
startup pitches, presentations, success stories and experience sharing you will discover the power of France innovative spirit and its assets
to attract the best international entrepreneurs and understand why France is The place to be in Europe right now.

Time

Topic

Speaker
Director of the French Office in Taipei.

14:00

Mr Benoît Guidée
Welcome Address

Legislator

Mrs Yu Wan-Ru
14:20

French Tech Taiwan Anniversary

14:25

Innovation x Culture = 104

14:35

Success Story: Setting Up A
World-Class Digital Hub

14:45

The Art of Mixing Talents Together

Deputy Director of Le 104 (Paris)

Mrs Valérie Senghor

President of Euratechnologies (Lille)

Mr Raouti Chehih

Corporate innovation Director at The Schoolab (Paris)

Mrs Carine Sit

14:55

2 or 3 Weird Observations on
Entrepreneurship that Seem to
Work

15:20

Opportunities for International
Startups in Paris

International Programs Project Manager at Paris & Co (Paris)

15:30

Intellectual Property: How to Protect

Intellectual property Attaché / INPI (French Embassy in

Your Creation in France/Europe

Mrs Anne-Catherine Milleron

15:40

French Tech Taiwan: Your Bridge
to France

Coordinator of French Tech Taiwan

15:50

Growing Your Startup in France:
Why & How

Senior Investment Manager at Business France Taiwan

Director of the Technology Venture Master Program at
Ecole polytechnique

Mr Bruno Martinaud

Mrs Justine Justine Michel

Seoul)

Mr Laurent Le Guyader

Mrs Zoé Lin

Meet Taipei |
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StartUP@Taipei Demo Show

11.17 Fri. 09:00-11:40

White Stage

StartUP@Taipei Demo Show invites startups from Taipei City Government programs to broad the White Stage of Meet Taipei and they will
reveal their achievements in 2017 and investors are also invited to participate the demo show. The visitors will not only impress with the
superb pitches from startups but also enjoy the interaction in Q&A sessions between startups and investors.

Time
09:00-09:05

Startup Loan Program

09:40-10:00

Networking

10:00-10:35

SITI Program

10:35-10:55

Networking

11:40~

| Meet Taipei

Startup

Opening

09:05-09:40

10:55-11:40

15

Startup Program in Taipei

StarUP@Taipei Program

Networking

Turn Me On
Xinzhan IoT
Z-KO Studio of Visual Development
Solidesign
Fly Elephant Information

E-Record.
GOGOOUT INC.
XMight
iCare
Ddoor Corporation

MemePR
JewelMaker
PhotoxShare
Green Acres Co., Ltd
CakeResume
MEDIOT

Global Chit-chat

11.17 Fri. 14:00-17:00

White Stage

11.18 Sat. 10:00-12:00

Orange Stage

By chit chatting and interaction with host, 50 startups from many countries introduce and demonstrate their products and services here.
Therefore, it is an opportunity for you to have more communication with global startups.
These 50 startups are from 15 countries including the United Kingdom, the United States, France, Russia, Ireland, Belgium, Japan, Hong
Kong, India, Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia, Jamaica and Mexico.
Welcome to join with us to see the power of global startup!

Nobel Yang
Nobel is the co-founder of Himelight, a career service website used primarily by young
professional talents. He is also a popular career speaker who has been invited to National
Taiwan University, Peking University, Microsoft, Ministry of Labor and other well-known
universities and companies in Taiwan and China for more than 100 speeches. Prior to founding
Himelight, Nobel worked at Microsoft Taiwan.

Meet Taipei |
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Be A ChangeMaker

11.18 Sat. 09:00-12:10

White Stage

The development of social and economy comes from the breakthrough and innovation of many ChangeMakers. WorkFace Taipei invites
those ChangeMakers to our 2017 annual event to share their beliefs and actions. We believe that they can encourage those who want to
change the world to take actions. Together, we can make a difference.

Time

Topic

09:00

WorkFace Taipei Admission

09:10

WorkFace Taipei Opening

WorkFace Taipei

09:20

The turning point to be a ChangeMaker

Anny Chang

09:40

Using the spirit of ChangeMakers to live out
yourself

Jane Shih and
Karen Hsu

10:00

Ego, the one way to replace dream

Ponponyellow

10:20

Female entrepreneur Forum

Hostess: Madeleine cheng

10:40

The introduction of ChangeMaker

WorkFace Taipei

11:00

The innovation thinking to breakthrough

Boice Lin

11:20

The new thinking of experience design
innovation

Bryson Chang

11:40

Starting from the local to create a new
opportunity for Taiwan

Pei-Jun He

12:00

WorkFace Taipei Closing Ceremony

The Founder of Taiwan girl’s stand-up

The Founder and CEO of the

comedy of Comedy Girls.

Townway Co., Ltd.

Ponponyellow

Pei-Jun He

Managing Director of Girls in Tech

Senior Sales Director of Global

Founder and CEO of the

Taiwan.

Enterprise of AI company

Easee Globe Inc.

Jane Shih

Boice Lin

Madeleine Cheng

Senior Brand Strategist and Co-

CEO of Experience Design Center in Southern

Founder of Brandex.

Taiwan University of Science and Technology.

Karen Hsu

Bryson Chang

The Co-Founder of City Wanderer.

Anny Chang
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Speaker
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Value Your Design.

11.18 Sat. 14:30-16:20

White Stage

Price or value, which one is important? Does the interaction between price and value create a win-win? In this event, we will talk about
design and platform. From experience and observation in daily life, how designers deconstruct the basic element of products and
reconstruct the value? Moreover, to see how designers use the simple way to make consumers understand what products is going to
convey and ﬁnally reach win-win between price and value.

Time

Topic

14:30

Be the Designer Never Stop Asking
“WHY”

15:00

Break

15:10

Good Furniture is Just Like Good
Friends

15:40

Break

15:50

A S t o r y Te l l e r t o M a k e Pe o p l e
Understand Designer's Mind.

16:20

Networking

Speaker
Joe Fang Studio, Director

Joe Fang

Patya, Director

Shih Min Huang

zeczec, Co-Founder

Quake Hsu

Joe Fang
Joe Fang Studio, Director
The graphic designer of the 54th Golden Horse Awards, the 27th Golden Melody Awards and the
51th Golden Bell Awards. Joe Fang Studio won the "Best Design House of the Year" at 2015 BEST 100
DESIGN selected by Shopping Design magazine.

Shih Min Huang
Patya, Director
With sweat and youth, Shih Min Huang makes a great effort to create the designed-furniture brand“Patya”.
Combining the strength of iron with the softness of wood, Patya is devoted to creating furniture that
really meets your requirements, and providing tailor-made details of life and sweet experience for you
never before.

Quake Hsu
zeczec, Co-Founder
Quake Hsu, graduated from University College London and has been a city designer for ﬁve years. In
London, one of the most creative cities in the world, he met many creators from different backgrounds.
In 2011, inspired by the new wave of crowdfunding from Europe and the United States, he established
the ﬁrst comprehensive crowdfunding platform "zeczec", with several friends studying and working in
London.

Meet Taipei |
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Asia Startup Challenge10 Slides Pitch

11.16 Thu. 09:30-17:00

Orange Stage

Asia Startup Challenge-10 SLIDES PITCH，Asia startup gateway helps you create business opportunities in Asia.
Invite More Than 30 international startups to participate in this activity of Asia Startup Challenge. The goal is to create a supportive
environment where teams can collaborate and rapid present a product or project. Individuals will present their ideas within 10 pages in
a 5-minute pitch with the goal of attracting the investors.The team will have the opportunity to expand the Asia market and link Taiwan's
innovation ecosystems and local resources, establishing of valuable commercial connections.

Time

Ageda

09:30-10:00

【Registration】

10:00-10:15

【Opening Remarks】

10:15-12:00

【Pitch Part1】

12:00-13:30

Break

13:30-15:00

【Pitch Part2】

15:00-15:30

Break

15:30-17:00

【Pitch Part3】

17:00~

Chat And Networking

Host

19

Organizer
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TIEC Pitch & Match #3@Meet Taipei

11.17 Fri. 09:30-17:30

Orange Stage

TIEC Pitch and Match is one of the biggest Matchmaking Events in Taiwan held by TIEC (Taiwan Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center)
and supported by MOST (Ministry of Science and Technology). Our main purpose is to create the investment partnerships between
startups and investors and gain potential worldwide resource. We are devoted to build an investment hot spot in Taiwan through our
various activities and programs to attract talented entrepreneurs and investors from all over the world. TIEC not only builds a great stage
for Demo Pitch Event, but also provides training programs to our entrepreneurs. This is an exceptional opportunity for startups to express
their innovative ideas. If you are an investor and looking for a business to invest, join us now and be our partners. Together we create!

Time

Ageda

09:30-10:00

Registration

10:00-10:30

Welcome Remark / Opening

10:30-12:30

Startup Pitch

12:30-13:15

Lunch Break

13:15-13:30

Registration (Panel & Matchmaking)
Panel – Cross border venture: the good and the bad, connected.

13:30-14:30

Advisor

Director of StartupFest Europe, StartupDelta

Partner, WI Harper

Panelist-Sjoerd Hauptmeijer

Yvonne Chen

14:30-15:00

Tea Break

15:00-16:15

Startups & Investors matchmaking sessions

16:15~

Closing / Networking

Organizer

Cooperation

Meet Taipei |
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Dragon's Chamber

11.18 Sat. 13:00-16:00

Orange Stage

Are you a conﬁdent, organized entrepreneur ready to enter the Dragons' Chamber to make that big pitch for the start-up cash you need?
Or are you an experienced business person looking for a solid business to get a return from? Then this is the event that you'll want to
attend! Dragons' Chamber is a pitch event organized by the Canadian Chamber of Commerce.
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Time

Topic

13:00

Opening：Introduce the Dragons' Chamber Taiwan

13:15

Presentation：Foreign Entrepreneurs in Taiwan

13:25

Demo

15:05

Judge time

15:25

Awards

15:40

Networking

| Meet Taipei

Ensprye co-founder and CEO

Anemone Ventures founder and CEO

Elias Ek

Revital Shpangental Golan

Elias Ek is passionate about helping Taiwan by enabling foreign
entrepreneurs. He is the author of the book, “How to Start a Business
in Taiwan” and organizer of many entrepreneur events over the last 17
years. He is the co-founder and CEO of B2B Marketing firm Enspyre
and co-founder and COO of Smart Hotel IoT start-up Docceo.In 2005,
Enspyre organized the first ever seminar for foreign entrepreneurs.
In 2011, Enspyre, Yushan Ventures and Taiwan Professional Group
brought Startup Weekend to Taiwan.

Revital is the Israel founder of Anemone Ventures. Anemone Ventures
a management consulting firm supporting technological start-ups and
SMEs entering Asia. With in-depth industry knowledge, strong focus
on innovation and technologies Anemone Ventures enables its clients
to broaden their technological offerings and capabilities. Anemone
Ventures’ reach has brought forward partnerships, co-developments,
sales growth and strategic alliances in diverse technological sectors.

Director of Trade and Investment at CTOT

Vice President WI Harper Group

David Bostwick

Kelvin Sun

David Bostwick assumed his current responsibilities as Director of
Trade and Investment at the Canadian Trade Office in Taipei in August
2015. Prior to this, David was Senior Department Advisor in the Office
of the Minister of International Trade at the Department of Foreign
Affairs, Trade and Development (DFATD) in Ottawa. David’s previous
overseas assignments include Senior Political Officer at the Embassy of
Canada in Beijing, PRC, Consul and Senior Trade Commissioner at the
Consulate General of Canada in Guangzhou, PRC, Consul and Deputy
Trade Program Manager (Southwest United States) at the Consulate
General of Canada in Los Angeles, California.

Kelvin is focused on investment in Telecom, Media and Technology
(TMT) Sector. He is actively involved in identifying and evaluating
investment in Mobile Internet, IOE, and software/hardware integration
space. Prior to WI Harper, Kelvin was responsible for leading Global
Business Development and Technical Marketing for Cloud-Computing
startups, overseeing and creating new business opportunities. Kelvin
also had more than 10 years of experience in Semi-conductor, Mobile
platform and Telecom industry during his career in Ericsson and varies
projects from Enterprise ERP, IT consulting to city-wise Taipei WiFi
deployment and other new technologies.

2017 Startup Taiwan
Awarding Ceremony

11.16 Thr. 10:00-12:00

Open Stage

Innovation mindset is the key factor for enterprises to break new and reform core value. We sincerely invite you to take part in 2017
Startup Taiwan Awarding Ceremony along with the distinguished incubators and corporates. Let us share the honorable moment and
shout out for the future innovation development together!

Host

Time

Ageda

10:00-10:30

Registration

10:30-10:35

Opening Show

10:35-10:50

Opening Remarks

10:50-11:00

【Global Incubation Award】

11:00-11:20

【Taiwan Incubation Award】

11:20-11:40

【Startup Award】

11:40-12:00

Group Photo & Networking

Organizer

Media Cooperation

Meet Taipei |
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Startup #Demo Day

11.16 Tur. 14:00-16:10

Open Stage

Startup is an inﬁnite road. How to grow your business while realizing your very ﬁrst motivation? Startup #Demoday is here to light you up!
2017 Promotion Project for the Smart Business Service of Asian.Silicon Valley aims to build a communicative platform for startups and
to raise outstanding teams. After 8 months of intensive trainiing from the initiation in March, Extraordinary startups are selected for the
Startup #Demoday on Nov. 16th. A fascinating and eye-catching 6-minute pitch is their weapon to compete for the exclusive 3 places as a
startup future star.

Time

Ageda

14:00-14:05

Opening

14:05-15:45

Demo Pitch：Direct Current Co.Ltd、USPACE TECH CO,.LTD、
ASTA TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATION、IIOT Co,.Ltd、
FinData Finance Technology Corp.、17FIT INC.、Yiyuan、
Ubitech Co. Ltd.、InforCharge Technology Co,.Ltd.、AMAZE

15:45-16:00

Judge Time

16:00-16:10

Name the Winners

*6-minute pitch and QA 4-mins

Advisor
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Meet IoT Salon: Artiﬁcial Intelligence

11.17 Fri. 09:30-11:40

Open Stage

From the Internet of Things to Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI), cross-cutting technology will become a trend. With the maturity of AI computing
technology, AI will dominate network services. Through the impressing victory of AlphaGO, people now realize how powerful AI is, and
it is deﬁnitely not just robots, from advertising, medical, business decision-making or even the complete integration of home appliances.
We invite you to participate in this event, to see several applications of AI and how AI lead Taiwan together in the economic conquering.

Time

Topic

Speaker

09:30

Opening: Introduction of Meet IoT Salon

09:35

Introduction of Speaker

Ryan Kuo/Consultant, Business Next Media Corp.

09:45

Part 1: Cognitive Process Transformation, Global
Business Service Division(GBS), IBM Taiwan

Jason Chen/Senior Managing Consultant

10:00

Part 2: Lite-On Technology Corp’s NMEC SBG

Bruce Bateman/Chief Technical Advisor

10:15

Part 3: SenseTime

Ray Wu/BD Director

10:30

Part 4: MoBagel

Adms Chung/CEO & Co-founder

10:45

Part 5: SUNIX Co., Ltd.

Vincent Lin/Technical Director

11:00

Part 6: Snips

Yann Lechelle/COO

11:15

Part 7: DT42

Tammy Yang/Founder

11:30

Closing Remark

11:40

Networking

Senior Managing Consultant, Cognitive Process Transformation,
Global Business Service Division(GBS), IBM Taiwan

Chief Technical Advisor, Smart Life and Applications Business, Lite-On

Jason Chen

Bruce Bateman

Jason work in the IBM Global Business Service Division in Taiwan as an
industry consultant specializing in AI, IOT, and Digital Transformation of
the financial industry.

Mr. Bateman has bee working in the field of telecommunication,
networking and AR/VR.

BD Director, SenseTime

Technical Director, SUNIX

Ray Wu
Ray worked as BD in BIG DATA and AI industry for years, now locating
China.

Vincent Lin
SUNIX Co., Ltd., Technical Director Master Degree, Major in Electronic and
Computer Engineering

COO, SNIPS

CEO & Co-founder, MoBagel

Yann Lechelle

Adms Chung

Yann founded or co-founded Appsfire, Etheryl, KickYourApp, and SonetIN
before joining SNIPS as COO.

Adms was a Ph.D. candidate in computer science in National Taiwan
University, with domain expertise in cloud computing.

Founder

Tammy Yang
Tammy Yang started DT42 as the founder to bring better AI experience to
devices

Meet Taipei |
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The Showcase of Digital Technology in
Interdisciplinary Innovation

11.17 Fri. 13:30-17:00

Open Stage

Technical innovation is the new global phenomenon. To transform and adapt new technologies have become the critical topic for
worldwide enterprises. The 2017 Showcase of Digital Technology in Interdisciplinary Innovation presents practical case studies in
corporate branding and new startup collaborations. Through the successful cross discipline examples and experiences, we will illustrate
to you the future economic trend through digital technology.

Time

Topic

13:30-14:00

【Registration】

14:00-14:05

【Opening】

14:05-14:15

【Opening Remarks】

14:15-14:20

【Group Photo】

Keynote Speech

14:20-15:00

【Retail Trend in 2017: Re-Defining Consumer Behavior in Retail Channels】
Department Assistant Manager , Taiwan FamilyMart Co.,Ltd. E-Retail Business Department

Shih Chieh Huang

Innovation Talk
15:00-15:50

【Consumer Channel Integration by the New Data-Driven Retail】
Moderator: Pprincipal Investigator(PI), Institute for Information Industry (III)

Cherry Huang
Panelist

MOMA, innspo, Aengin Technology Inc., ArtLord Studio

15:50-16:40

【Elevate Consumer Loyalty with New Technology Driven Experience 】
Moderator: Funder & CEO, MinMax Digital Consulting CO.,LTD

Ruby Hsieh
Panelist: inMax Digital Consulting CO.,LTD

Executive Director, Hui Meng food service (Pizza CreAfe’)

Ruby H

Steven Lee

Vice President, Senao International Co.,Ltd.

Chief Marketing Officer, 91APP

Frank Chang

George Lee

Department Assistant Manager, Taiwan FamilyMart Co.,Ltd. E-Rental Business Department

Shih Chieh Huang

16:40-17:00

【Networking & Showcase】

字體
華康中圓體
Century Gothic
Host

國立交通大學產業加速器暨專利開發策略中心
Center of Industry Accelerator and Patent Strategy, NCTU

國立交通大學

Organizer

產業加速器暨專利開發策略中心
Center of Industry Accelerator and Patent Strategy, NCTU

Media Cooperation

字體
Franklin Gothic Heavy
Century Gothic

IAPS

Center of Industry Accelerator
and Patent Strategy, NCTU

IAPS

National Chiao Tung University

IAPS

National Chiao Tung University
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Talk show! Fight for Stage!

11.18 Sat. 10:30-15:40

Open Stage

It’s a beer drinking competition!
This is the open-stage show time for you to win the chance to present your product or service.
Winner: 10 minutes for full presentation time
Runner-up : 3 minutes presentation time

Time

Fighter

Lighter

10:30 - 10:50

Wyless

SMART POWER

10:50 - 11:10

LIOVE

Taiwan Cooking School

11:10 - 11:30

SOYIWO

MacroMicro

11:30 - 11:50

TWDD

Win-Win TRUST Technology
Break

14:00 - 14:20

HOMIYA

Tomofun

14:20 - 14:40

EasyStore Taiwan

Netexboom Limited

14:40 - 15:00

tico

TG3D Studio

15:00 - 15:20

P&P Language

Canner.io

15:20 - 15:40

SOYIWO

Digorlon

Meet Taipei |
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Start Up!

11.17 Fri. 16:30-18:30

Open Stage

LightOn!
Performance combined by platform, technology and talents.
Three main roles in the startup ecosystem are going to rock the island!

Time

Topic

Artists

16:30

Opening

Papi Bucket

17:00

Let‘s Rock StartUp!

Enno Cheng

17:30

DJ Show

DJ - Han CHEN

Artists

Papi Bucket
Papi Bucket is a street artist in Taipei, Taiwan. He uses several different materials such as buckets, pans
and pots, to make music and beat. He also produces some original music tracks, and try to combine
with his bucket drumming.
www.facebook.com/papibucket

Enno Cheng
Enno has participated in the production of four albums since 2007, and has performed both individually
and with her band(s) in major music festivals in Taiwan and overseas, including SXSW (U.S.), Taiwan
Calling (HK), Art Truck Shows (MY), Formoz Festival (TW), MegaPort Festival (TW), RockIn Taichung Music
Festival (TW), Wake Up Festival (TW), Simple Life (TW), and FireBall Festival (TW).
www.facebook.com/ennocheng

Han Chen
Music for more than 10yrs, Han plays music with his vast knowledge of music genres. A passionate
digger, originally a black music lover turned funk-style dancer, started DJing since 2015, Han knows
how and what kinds of music can get people down on the danceﬂoor.
www.facebook.com/thefunksoulspectre
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HK

ORII

G1-37

G1-25

G1-21

origami labs

PolyU InnoHub

Marketemy Limited

G1-19

G1-20

G1-39

Pokeguide Limited

BidEATS

36 Technology

G1-23

G1-24

G1-42
泛太通信導航有限公司
Pacific Telecom & Navigation Limited

Pacific Telecom &
Navigation Limited

Golden Bulter

Synet

G1-50

G1-41

G1-46

Viewider

HKSTP

Launchduck
Marketing Limited

G1-44

G1-45

Novus Life Sciences
Limited

RV Automation
Technology Co. Ltd.

Appcider Limited

G1-48

G1-49

G1-43

iRoboinvest

Dazzle Ltd.

ASA Innovation &
Technology Limited

G1-38

G1-22

Maven Watches
Limited

Acquaintance
Enterprises Limited

G1-47

G1-26

G1-36

Sew On Studio Limited

TMES Co., Ltd

fotosTP Limited

裳匯
樂坊
Sew on Studio

G1-40

TH

Consultants for Global Spark
Many thanks to the following consultants for inviting global teams to participate in 2017 Meet Taipei. Due to your great support and
encouragement, we have more opportunities to connect the world and make more possibilities.

iiiNNO
http://iiinno.co/
iiNNO is an international incubation center with acceleration program supported by angel network. We are committed to help startup companies to
softland and expand to new market via Taiwan as hub in Asia. We believe in co-creation with international and Taiwan startup team and in contributing
to startup ecosystem of digital economy.

Laurent Le Guyader
Innovation Expert, French Ofﬁce/MOST
Previously, Dr Le Guyader was Director of International Relations at BioWin in Shanghai (China). He is now Innovation Expert for the French
government and is based at Taiwan MOST to help both countries to identify the collaboration potential in technology. His mission focuses on
promoting and supporting French innovation (French Tech Taiwan) and to position France as the best European partner for Taiwanese entrepreneurs.
In 2007 he received his Ph.D. in Biophysics from Toulouse University III.
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Global
Spark

As one of the highlights at Meet Taipei Startup Festival 2017, Global Pavilion plays a pivotal role in
connecting Global Startups with Taiwan’s Startup Ecosystem. When you walk in Global Pavilion, you can find
out the innovative products or service from excellent 50 Global Startups from 14 countries including Russia,
France, UK, USA, Ireland, Mexico, Belgium, Jamaica, Thailand, Japan, Hong Kong, Malaysia, India,and
Vietnam.

UK

RUS

VN

G1-1

G1-11

G1-16

British Office Taipei

iot.ru

Biotegy Corporation

G1-2

G1-12

Skyrock Projects

Taiwan-Russia
Association

G1-3
Digital Asset Exchange Platform

Global Spark

JP TYO

G1-17
Innoviz

BE

BlockEX Asia

USA

G1-5

G1-15

G1-27

Onemore Inc.

My Room Abroad

JP FUK

Language Hero
G1-33

MEX

G1-28

Fukuoka City
Government

Mexican
Trade Services
Documentation and
Cultual Office

G1-14

G1-29

Nulab Inc.

Machina

G1-4

G1-32

JAM

Eatsmart

To Dr Solution inc.

G1-6
Assembly Inc

FR

G1-30
DaiMangou
G1-7

G1-34

La French Tech

STARTUP CAFE
Fukuoka city

ROI

G1-8

G1-13

G1-31

UnaBiz

YAMAP Inc.

BuilderEngine Limited

G1-9

IN

MAS

hap2U

BaiAn
攜手BaiAn • 開拓世界
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G1-10
BaiAn Ltd

G1-18

G1-35

Research Stash

SITEC

Vision in Reality
Trending Spot on AR/VR

Due to the popularization and diversity of AR and VR, the
technology of AR/VR is no longer too far to chase nowadays.
It’s on going and leading us to the near future.
With the growth of 5G, we can now foresee the big bang on AR/
VR being to put in life.

TAIWAN ASSOCIATION FOR VIRTUAL AND
AUGMENTED REALITY
http://www.tavar.tw/news.aspx
TAVAR is Taiwan’s first VR/AR association and trade group dedicated to promoting virtual
and augmented reality technology and accelerating industry growth through government
collaboration. TAVAR aims to bridge the Taiwan IT industry to international markets by
building a network of talent in the software, hardware, and creative fields, and establish a
leading position in the world.

Red Pill Live
Red Pill
www.rpvr.ai
Red Pill Lab leverages HTC Vive's technology to present the state of the art live mocap and
voice-to-facial AI engine. Our Red Pill Live technology brings virtual and real world characters
together in real-time interactive live streaming shows. Aligning with IPs from Manga, Red Pill
Live is evolving the next generation of user experience in live streaming.

AR2VR Navimotion Glassess APP
AR2VR Inc.
http://ar2vr.tw
AR2VR is dedicated on Mobile VR. Wireless, Intuitive, Fast and Light is our navigation glasses
APP feature. We focus on education and assist enterprise to show their product by VR. People
and children don’t want to learn the boring content. So we use tech like AR and VR to let
everyone be happy and enhance the students' motivation to learn. And we even help industry
and commerce production products or plant VR tour guide to enhance customer trust and
purchasing power.

Vision Based Indoor Position
OSENSE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
http://www.osensetech.com/
OurPANTONE
core
technologies include: VBIP indoor positioning technique (International Patent
376C
pending), image recognition, AR/VR content production, and AR/VR application development.
Our goal is to become “The Largest Indoor Map Database” company, and will continuously
upgrade our image recognition techniques. Our vision is to provide customized services to
satisfy our clients’ diversiﬁed needs.

光禾感知科技股份有限公司

OSENSE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Meet Taipei |
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Startup Hub
Team

Intro

NO.

Since 2012, AAMA Taipei Cradle Program has aimed to facilitate growth-stage
entrepreneurs in Taiwan, with forming mentorship with successful business leaders,
such as Google Taiwan, Yahoo Taiwan, Acer etc., and fellowship with entrepreneurs
from different industries and ﬁelds. In 2017, AAMA Taipei Cradle Program has 56

S2-1

mentors and 126 entrepreneurs, becoming one of the most inﬂuential organizations
and support for growth-stage startups in Taiwan. AAMA Taipei Cradle Program
recruit 20 entrepreneurs every year.
Inno 17 Space" was founded by Lin Zikai, the Vice President of the National Taiwan
Association. Our youth startup incubators are located in Shanghai, Dongguan and
Taiwan. We help young entrepreneurs from Taiwan, and want to be their ﬁrst choice

S2-2

among other incubators. We offer trainings and mentor network to our startups to
enter China's market.
FutureWard is an international community of driven individuals. We have flexible
working arrangements for business growth and offer a well-equipped makerspace,
scalable private offices, coworking spaces, and event spaces. By providing basic
business services, community links, and local networking resources, we strive to
create a soft landing pad for international entrepreneurs, and a developmental

S1-1

platform for local startups. We hope to strengthen community bridges by curating a
range of free and sponsored classes & seminars, accelerator programs, networking
events, and other social activities.
iiiNNO is a startup platform and we are committed to help startup companies to cocreate new value to life with incubation service and accelerated program. Moreover
we believe strongly in contributing to startup ecosystem and building cross border

S1-2

collaboration to create an integrated digital economy.
STARTBOARD is a platform for entrepreneurs from ASEAN countries and India
who are passionate about building sustainable solutions in Taiwan, and Taiwanese
entrepreneurial teams who intend to pursue the ASEAN-Indian market. We are a

S1-3

one-stop solution for resources and mentoring, along with efﬁcient interaction and
collaboration.
Taiwan Startup Stadium is a hub that coaches startups to go global and rock the
world through intensive programs, strong leadership, and a broad network of
Standard blue logo

White logo (for dark background)

MOX

— SOSV’s “Mobile-Only Accelerator” located in Taipei

— enables mobile

apps, platforms and services from around the world to reach hundreds of millions of
mobile-ﬁrst, mobile-only users.
The KPMG Startups and Innovation understands the importance of entrepreneurs
working to transform new ideas into thriving businesses. We also understand the
importance of businesses innovating internally and externally. We can help you
navigate your challenges – no matter the size and stage of your business. You gain
access to KPMG’s global resources through a single point of contact – a trusted
adviser to your company. It is a local touch with a global reach.
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S1-4

global partners.

B1-14

NTU startup job fair
Team

Intro
Frismo

Frismo is an AI-driven service that empowers travelers to capture magical moments by providing high quality contents
and powerful tools. With real time image detection, Frismo makes anyone your photographer and gets your photos
right at capture. As we expand rapidly, we’re looking for people who can bring new perspectives and life experiences
to our teams. If you’re looking for a place that values your curiosity, passion, and desire to learn, then you are more
than welcome to become a future Frismese!

Dcard Taiwan Ltd.

Dcard is most popular social platform among the youth. With a million+ members and 8 millions+ monthly unique
visitors, Dcard provides an anonymous forum feature that enables its' members to speak the unspeakable. Join us now
to be part of the the next big thing to the world!

Trid Kingdom

Trid, combination of Try and Kid. We encourage children to try new things and explore the world in Trid Kingdom.
We provide innovated program like BizWorld, comes from Silicon Valley, and other STEAM project-based learning
programs, to empower children’s entrepreneurship. We inspire children to become the architects of their futures.

LONGGOOD MEDITECH LTD.

LongGood is the first tele-rehabilitation company. LongGood develops PAPAMAMA tele-rehabilitation system which
focuses on providing virtual (in-home) rehabilitation training with “mission-orientated” and “gamified” features and
remotely monitoring patient’s rehabilitation progress. This kind of innovative rehabilitation not only increases patient’s
motivation but also reduces time and medical resources. Moreover, combined with cloud platform, PAPAMAMA
system allows therapists to assess patient’s visualised data (e.g. training adherence and performance etc.) and
prescribe corresponding training programs.

IOH Innovation Open House

Innovation Open House (IOH) is a platform which provides international and domestic speakers from all walks of life a
space to share their personal stories, whether it be about academic study, employment, or other lived experiences.

Cardinal Blue Software, Inc

Do you want to build fun and creative apps for millions of users around the world? Do you like challenging problems,
talented coworkers, cool offices, flexible schedules? Are you self-motivated, proactive and always learning?
If so, come join us in building and growing popular photo and video products such as PicCollage, a top 10 photo app
with over 160 million downloads! We are actively working on new algorithms, new UX and visual designs, new content,
new product ideas and partnerships.
If this gets you excited, we want to hear from you!

Smallkids Edu MAKE MORE
KIDS HAPPIER

Smallkids Edu.
What we do to make more kids HAPPIER.
- We DO NOT have textbooks: Through the customized tasks, we encourage parents to accompany their children to
overcome obstacles.
- We DO NOT have a regular classroom: we select friendly environment of small farmers as our best classrooms.
- We Do NOT let the children learn by themselves: we emphasize on parent-child learning and try to restore the
function of family education.

Skinny Player

Skinny Player is a wireless and lightweight music player.
Skinny Player can play with you no matter what kind of exercise you do. Skinny Player provides a safer and more stylish
music experience.

OysterX

OysterX is a travel app that turns adventures into game. It features route tracking with offline mode and super
power-saving. 3D earth is another feature that can recall your adventures on the 3D globe. Lastly, you can show
your accomplishments by sharing your travel profile to your friends, it is the coolest infographics that can show your
amazing trips!
Available on both Apple store/Google play.
What are you waiting for? Pack your bag and go discover your world!

Wavenet Technology Co., Ltd

Founded in1997
Full-service advertising agency
The aim of leaving the audiences with inspirational and uplifting messages through innovative and creative content
A dedicated team of professionals to deliver quality media plan, on target and on budget
Strength:
Strategic Media Planning, Strong Networking with Media Owners, Market Insight / Analysis, Digital & Social Media,
Cost Efficiency

WASAI Technology, Inc.

WASAI Technology, a technology leader in acceleration solutions of big data processing, announced the release of
Intel FPGA accelerator for Apache Hadoop™ and Apache Spark™ platforms.
WASAI Technology provides Genomics Sequencing acceleration solution for applications in precision medicine.
WASAI Technology provides Intel FPGA-based acceleration solutions with extremely high performance in data
processing and low power consumption, which together reduce total-cost-of-ownership (TCO) of data center
operation.

Codementor

Codementor is the leading on-demand marketplace for software developers. We are based in both Taiwan and Silicon
Valley, with customers mostly from the US and Europe. Codementor is backed by Techstars, 500 Startups, and other
leading investors. We've also been featured in TechCrunch, Forbes, WSJ, Mashable, and more. Our team is working
hard to prove that Taiwan has world-class talent that can excel in the global startup scene!

Theia

THEIA, founded in 2014, specializes in the development of naked 3D technology (including optical, image processing,
deep learning and software engineering), especially focuses on 3D display technology and building algorithms. THEIA
also cooperates with the professors of Stanford (USA), NTU, NCTU and NTHU.

2erguy

The first model of real travel time sharing and local experiencing around the world

ucfunnel Co., Ltd.

ucfunnel is an AIaaS company, focusing on ad/mar-tech. Starting from 2015, the core team built end-to-end media
marketing solutions, from bidder, Ad Exchange, SSP, DMP, to smart SDK.

FRNCI

FRNCi is a social platform, focusing on conneting foreigners with Taiwanese who share interests and also bridging
different cultures. FRNCi helps foreigners in Taiwan get personal introductions to local peole and local daily life and at
the same time allows locals to get chances for cultural exchange and sharing their unique expereinces. So far, FRNCi
has 5000 online members from 50+ countries and also 800 people joining the offline themed events we hold.

PicSee Inc.

PicSee is a popular URL shortener in Asia, we help users make a pretty cover-photo of the sharing links on all social
platform with detail tracking and retargeting. RIO 2016 official fan page, Warner Music Taiwan, Sony Music Taiwan and
Universal Music Taiwan/Japan are our users.
We provide:
-Customize Thumbnail and Title of sharing links on social media.
-Click performance tracking reports.
-Different platform (e.g. Android, iOS...) redirects to the different location in one link.
-Retargeting by embed Facebook Pixel / GTM in the link.

tico

tico is the first On-Time Messenger.
We focus on transmitting every message at the best time by environment, time and devices.
No more suffering from massive messages.
tico is your most elegant messenger.

BotBonnie

BotBonnie provides one-stop multi-channel chatbot builder for marketing agencies, brands, medias, and e-commerce
business.
With an easy drag-and-drop editor, anyone can create a chatbot within 3 minutes; besides, advanced users are able
to add functionalities like LBS searching, account linking, lead generation forms, ...etc by our built-in kits. For user
experience optimization, our visualized analytics report help business to extract insight from user behaviors.
Trusted by leading media/advertising agencies, BotBonnie offers in-depth chatbot consultation and marketing
strategy planning for the premium enterprise.

Digorlon

Digorlon provides industrial and automation solutions to help customers and system integrators (SI). There are over
600 SI in the platform. SI provides intelligent production line, automation and upgrading services to customers. In
addition, Digorlon provides advisory services to help business solutions and hardware marketing activities
Digorlon deeply understand the lack of talent and automation of industrial automation. Therefore, we provide students
with graduation can help control the establishment of the studio to join the case. Other small and medium enterprises
can come to the platform to find outsourcing.

WeMo Corp.

WeMo is powered by a fleet of e-scooters shared by the everyday consumer for a seamless, point-to-point experience.

Ta i d a h E n t re p re n e u r s h i p
Center

Taidah Entrepreneurship Center (TEC), founded in 2014, is an organization under National Taiwan University(NTU).
TEC not only operates NTU Garage, but also initiates counseling and cultivating programs for startup teams, including
Incubator and Accelerator. With these programs, TEC connects startup organizations and resources inside and outside
NTU, introduces counseling resources from industry, and thus help startups go to market within six months. Our
mission is to unleash entrepreneurship and realize passion!
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AX-1

Taiwan Startup Gateway Pavilion
Taiwan X UK X Thailand X Malaysia X Japan – a Showcase Select of 60
International Entrepreneurship

60 International Groups in 3 Sections. Small and Medium Enterprise Administration, Ministry of Economic Affairs introduces Taiwan Startup Gateway a
synergy based on the foundation of the development of Internet of Thing and the cooperation with international accelerators. With focus on IoT, Technology
Innovation, Digital Content, Artiﬁcial Intelligence, there will be a joint showcase. In addition to that, there will be also a special showcase of cross-domain
scenario, which combines the environment and service innovation for the deeper digital experience.

Country

2017/11/17
Innovative
Technology

17-1

UK

Franklin Energy

17-2

UK

17-3

UK

Pure Air Industries

18-3

TW

17-4

TH

Queue Q

18-4

TW

FORU-TEK, Co., Ltd.

Joytech .company

17-5

TH

IVET Hostipal

18-5

TW

PAIX Design

TW

OSENSE
TECHNOLOGY CO.,
LTD.

17-6

TH

Pi R Square co.,ltd

18-6

TW

7QUARK

16-7

TH

Saim city tool.co.,ltd

17-7

TH

vet producs R&I
center co.ltd

18-7

TW

uMeal

16-8

TH

17-8

TH

PRO-toys co.ltd

18-8

TW

Blind Tour

16-9

TH

17-9

MY

Tag La

18-9

TW

Ezstartup

16-10

TH

NSTDA

17-10

MY

TakeCharge.asia

18-10

TW

Lacewing
Biotechnology Co.,
Ltd.

16-11

MY

iPrima Media

17-11

JP

le ciel Inc.

18-11

TW

SignMi, Ltd.

16-12

MY

Stone Amperor

17-12

TW

Good Mood On

18-12

TW

Chylyng CO., LTD

16-13

MY

BEAM

17-13

TW

FOX-TECH CO.

18-13

TW

Nestech Corporation

16-14

MY

TinkBig Venture

17-14

TW

Fly Elephant
18-14
Information Co. Ltd.

TW

Huayuan
Biotechnology Co., Lt

16-15

UK

Future Care Limited 17-15

TW

18-15

TW

Vuja de view CO. LTD

16-16

UK

DBD Limited.

17-16

TW

VAS Creative Co., Ltd. 18-16

TW

FunCity Inc.

16-17

UK

Trakz

17-17

TW

TW

IGcar

16-18

UK

WRS

17-18

TW

TW

M-right Biomedical
Inc.

16-19

UK

LightFi

17-19

TW

JOY-EZ CO.,Ltd.

18-19

TW

RUNNii

16-20

UK

Strodtbeck &, Co. Ltd. 17-20

TW

Molsentech

18-20

TW

Smart Cloud
Technology Inc.

Country

2017/11/16
IoT

16-1

TW

UserStar Information
System Co., Ltd

16-2

TW

Oweknow

16-3

TW

16-4

TW

16-5

TW

16-6
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INTRASYS
TECHNOLOGY LTD.
Uni-Innovate
Technology

Electronic Nose
co.,ltd
Pathum Instruments.
co.ltd

Country
18-1

TW

Incremental Solutions
18-2
Limited

TW

Sivann Inc.

SOForest Design
18-17
Strategy Co.
Akubic International
18-18
Co., Ltd.

2017/11/18
Digital Content&
AI
Taiwan CaringDacon
corporation
Capu coffee company
limited
PAPER SHOOT
TECHNOLOGIES, INC

AX-2

StartUP@Taipei Pavilion

“StartUP@Taipei” is established in 2015 by Taipei City Government. The mission is to help innovative entrepreneurs fulﬁll their dreams
and start business in Taipei. More than 30 startups from “StartUP@Taipei” project and 10 international startup booths are assembled
to demonstrate their products and services. Through the exposition, visitors will have the chance to know the startup trend and
achievements in Taipei, and exhibitors can promote their business as well as enhance cooperation worldwide.

Program
1
2

Compnay
Tapiooca

攤位名稱

Rooit.Inc

3

EUNOMICS INC.

4

MyProGuide INC.

5

Pokeshops Inc.

6

StarUP

SoftChef

7

@TaipeiProgram

GranDen Corp.

8

MIND & IDEA FLY CO . LTD.,

9

Creative AMS Design Co. Ltd

10

MONTT INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.

11

BRAXX Biotech Inc.

12

Commuter

13

7NEXT

14

beone

15

Bon Voyage

16

ClearSkin

17

dipp

18

FLOATTI

19

GROM

20

inomis

21

Kinomap

22
23

Global Startup Talents
@Taipei

Osaro
OvuCon

24

Pontic Tech

25

Sankoya Technologies

26

Sinitic

27

SPACOSA

28

Sundose

29

Rain Neuromorphics

30

RoadLaunch

31

WeavAir

32

ZhenHub
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AX-3

Taipei Exchange & Startup Pavilion

Go Incubation Board for Startup and Acceleration Firms (GISA) is a equity-based platform for small-sized non-public companies with innovative ideas. GISA
offers counseling and capital raising functions, and helps small-sized innovative companies to grow. Taipei exchange invites GISA companies to 2016 Meet
Taipei exhibition to display products and share experiences about how to start their businesses and how Taipei Exchange assist their businesses to grow.

Team

Intro
BitWel Inc.,
Handed down the classic like a new life; Will be past the vague classic movie repair into high quality classic movie; So that can not be remake of
the masterpieces to reproduce the elegance.

e-Excellence Inc.
Since 2003, we apply Microsoft .NET technology to Ofﬁce Automation (OA) software service for e-Service market with various patents and
awards. E-Excellence Inc. was established in October 2006 in Kaohsiung City Taiwan. We develop U-Ofﬁce Force suitable for all company sizes
from garage company to international corporation to solve the issues regarding ofﬁce management.

IF International
IF Company is the leading musical instrument manufacturer in Asia. We’re developing the market of music education and training in recent
years and cooperate with" China Central Conservatory of Music" to build a high standard of musical instruments education platform together.

NxControl System Co., Ltd.
NxControl System is the leading global provider of Smart Control System solutions, we have been committed to innovation, strong R&D
capability and unique patented technology. Since its establishment in 2014, we work on smart control solutions of Internet of Things (IoT),
particularly focus on home automation applications. Thinking of people’s needs and desires, our mission is to create an innovative smart home
control system which can be used even for Smart Hotel and B&B solutions.

Edison Technology Incorporated
HiTutor, the Subsidiary of Dewey International Education Consultants Ltd., is Taiwan’s first and largest online multi-language learning
organization.
HiTutor provides the highest quality online language learning service for learners , and opens a new era of online education. Today, we offer
beyond 50 themed professional and interesting courses with over 17 languages for more than 100,000 learners to learn online worldwide.

DOIT Information Technology Corp.
DOIT was found in September 2015, deeply in the future of customers in the big data with the development of Internet of Things and Industry
4.0, there will be a higher level of service demand, so from the beginning of 2014 the cloud product planning and organization team, and indepth The existing customers understand their industry needs.Finally decided to set up to special focus on a new generation of cloud mobile
integration products R & D and services, therefore, are the main products Sky Family is to the manufacturing industry in the design research
and development, assembly production, International marketing and after-sales service in four areas through 3D digital data and cloud action
applications to do the perfect integration to enhance the manufacturing industry in the international market for the purpose of competitiveness.

HANMIN TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD
Hanmin has introduced prospective network video capturing equipment in its digital surveillance systems, coupled with cutting-edge software
engineering technologies and transmission facilities. While working with the best partners in relevant sectors in strategic alliances, we
incorporate their know-how into various aspects of system operations. This allows Hanmin to provide comprehensive online services, seamless
system integration and integrated solutions.

Firstnet Co., Ltd
Firstnet is established in 2016 by a team with mission on "Internet + Health" innovative business model.
The company is committed to using the Internet technology combined with the medical profession to change the Taiwan medical environment
and public health care, we are the ﬁrst "health care Internet platform."in Taiwan.

AAxpert Company Limited
Axpert is a B2B IoT solutions company that enables brands to leverage the untapped power of their most powerful assets, their customers and
products to grow and manage their business. Through Axpert’s IoT services, products are not just objects but touchpoints for the entire product
ecosystem that deliver trusted content and services to meet consumer needs on-demand while providing brands the ability to make data-driven
decisions. Platform applications are endless and include authentication, traceability, marketing, as well as specialized high conversion consumer
repurchase.
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AX-4

Tainan Innovation and Creativity Plan Pavilion
Tainan Innovation and Creativity Competition

Traditional cultures and innovative industries seamlessly coexist in Tainan. Since 2016, Tainan City Government mobilizes local industries
and their expertise in Innovation and Creativity Competition. Through mentorship and contest, it includes feature industries and
accommodates innovative teams in Tainan. This process enriches innovation dynamics in Tainan.

Team

Intro
Diauson
Diauson is originated from Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, NCKU. With more than
ten years of researches and system planning experiences, it now focuses on horizontal axis and
smaller (200W to 1KW) wind power studies, in order to integrate renewable energy into public
life.

Gul Chung Xuan
Gul Chung Xuan is based on innovative bio-functional materials. It utilizes BX-10 extracts and
natural materials to replace chemical preservatives in cleaning products. It plans to expand to
food and medical products in future.

AQLine
NK

Most members come from NCKU. It develops toxic-free nano materials to ﬁll in portable spray

I
BL

bottles. Sprays will enhance ﬁltering effects to conveniently improve air quality. It works closely
with Meet Tec.
INC

鍶國際有限公司 TRILLION-SR / CARD PROPOSAL

Blink Brake

BLINK BRAKE

Blink Brake provides the safest biking brake system to reduce accidents. Meyan Studio is

BUSINESS SLOGAN

committed to industry transformation via innovative design and marketing, and it's building
INC

comprehensive commercialization process from scratch for a better world.

TSIC
陳 秋 璋 總經理
秋 璋 專案經理
TSIC is an innovative technology
company for business solutions and陳project
development. It has
T
06-2620525
T
06-2620525
developed new technologies
to replace traditional bearing diagnosis.
With cloud computing,
A 臺南市南區建南里中華南路二段53巷100號
A 臺南市南區建南里中華南路二段53巷100號
T r i l l i o n -S r I n t e r n a t i o n a l C o r p o r a t i o n
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customers are able to monitor bearing damages, in order to minimize business losses.
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w w w. t r i l l i o n s r. c o m. t w
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Think J Innovation Studio
Most members in Think J Innovation Studio graduate from. It has developed portable, inﬂatable
and breathable baby beds and mattresses, and will continue to develop innovative medical
謝 宏 恩 研發部 副理
莊 蕙 鎂 會計部 專員
products. We welcome collaborations
or commissions for a better and
innovative future.
T
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Kabua Farm

統一編號 6 4 9 4 6 8 4 9

06-2620525

統一編號 6 4 9 4 6 8 4 9

Kabua Farm is to the third generation of agriculture products Tainan local industry.Their fruits and
vegetables are planted in accordance with the laws of natural ecology.Not only to maintain soil
and ecosystems,but also take into account human health and food safety.They hope to make the
brand such as the spirit of enthusiasm continue to bloom like ﬂowers blooming like a piece of
brocade.
夏傳詠
T

研發部

工程師

陳品蓉

採購部

專員
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AX-5

Digital Kaohsiung Pavilion
Digital Technology and Future Kaohsiung

Presently, Kaohsiung has changed the impression of great industrial city.
In the future, the cross-ﬁeld application based on digital content will become the core that leads the industrial transformation in Kaohsiung.
Economic Development Bureau in Kaohsiung City Government enthusiastically promotes the emerging industries, operates “DAKUO, Digital Art Kaohsiung
United Ofﬁce,” in order to support the digital content industries and communities, and establishes one-stop and all-channel services to provide the sources
of innovation and entrepreneurship. DAKUO demonstrates Kaohsiung’s innovative and digital ICT teams. No matter in visual images, somatosensory
technology, or intelligent applications, all teams show the energy of developing technological industries in Digital Kaohsiung City. Welcome more local and
international technological teams to enjoy the LAHOS life in Kaohsiung.

Team

Intro
Toydea Inc.
Our company is developing games for mobile phone and all kinds of home video game console.
Furthermore, we also publish our own games.
Our representative work "Dragon Fang" (iOS / Android platform) has achived more than two
million downloads in Japan. This year the Traditional Chinese version will be published in Taiwan.

Artlord Studio
MultiPlayer VR game- The player who gets to the center ﬁrst, wins the game.

Tangyi studio
Original online series:Tangyi Studio is very skilled in visual effects, incorporating the elements
of Sci-ﬁ, Action, Superpower, Gourmet, Humor, Detective Drama and Music into our production,
creating own new original online shows and short ﬁlms.
Commercial Product Placement:The way how we use product placement in our ﬁlms provides the
best opportunity for advertising to our clients. Our approach is effective and brings publicity to
advertised products.

Q Mo Lion Cultural&Creative
Our company actively develops IP products and promotes them worldwide. Our crucial
technologies are digital lecture development, Virtual Reality, mobile application development.
We furtherly combine the previous content of nursery education and general education, making
it more diversiﬁed in order to increase the adding value of products and establish more services.

iDea Mobile Tech Inc.
Phone Doctor Plus App: Over 3 million users around the world

go

iMT Solutions: Introduced into Apple Store recycling program in Taiwan and China.
Sogigo: Platform for used phone appraisal, price comparison and transaction
Complete solution wholely from the customers, retailer to the production line.

Diandian Technology
Diandian Technology provides stores the cloud platform, quick and easy to establish customer
loyalty management syetem, including the network and mobile devices.

Frontier Technology
Frontier Tech is one of the teams in Taiwan that focus on chinese syntax analysis and dialog
system. We are also capable to work with our hardware partner to provide total solution for the
IoT and smart home devices. For now, we already developed the smart projector, “roomie SP1”,
and smart TV Box, “Rocktek X5."
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A1-3 New Union
New Union” is the very ﬁrst and only internationally P2B professional credit assignment
platform in Taiwan, combines with specialized ﬁnancing institutions to provide funds to
SMEs who needed for development, through the “credit assignment” model, shares the
reasonable loan proﬁt with New Union investment members

A1-4 LIOVE
In crowded cities, standardized buildings with lot of space units and industrialization
container homes with refined decorations、complete facilities are constructed
simultaneously.
Then the container home could be embedded into the space of building and both are
combined modularly as such.
In this way, the modular housing with ﬂexible、time saving、low cost、environmentally
sustainable and comfortable living quality is formed.

A1-6 Actura Co., Ltd.
FlipRobot is the ultimate robotic STEAM learning solution. At the core of all product/
service designs is our proprietary curriculum. By offering a total solution, from
robotics hardware to graphical programming/coding platform and from professional
development to localized curriculum integration, FlipRobot can help students develop
STEAM competencies and 5C abilities (critical thinking, complex problem solving,
communication, cooperation, and creativity) required of them in the 21st century.

Meet Taipei |
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Tomorrow’s Techenology

A1-7 Trunk3D
Trunk3D is a platform for nurturing children's education, design, engineering and
entrepreneurial spirit. We want to get rid of age, grade restrictions, to create a child
belongs to the exclusive creation of space, we are divided into education in the primary,
intermediate, advanced and professional four levels, so that almost the same level of
children in the same area to learn.

A1-8 Taiwan 3D Tech CO.,LTD.
T3D, an innovative technology company specializing in light-sensitive chemical resin
development, announces their ﬁrstt 3D printer, also the world ﬁrst mobile 3D printer. By
providing printer, application and resin, T3D has their own mobile 3D printing solution.

A2-1 P&P Language Online
P&P Language online is a language school founded by two young innovative women
who both have professions in English. It's an educational platform that is a combination
of cloud technology and highly-efficient e-learning process. "Redesigning materials"
and "customization of courses" are the most important elements in the process of
learning. Therefore, P&P language is devoted in designing courses and material contents
according to learning structures that are suitable for Asians. With the cloud technology,
"learning a language well" is no longer a problem.
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Tomorrow’s Techenology

A3-1 Accuvally Inc.
Accupass provides interesting information about forums, exhibitions, lectures, and free events. To meet the demand of
discovering nearby events and organizing your own ones, the efﬁcient features of online ticketing and event registration
can fascinate you as a event planner.

A3-3 UbeStream Inc.
UbeStream engages in rapid production and streaming technique. Using the instant video streaming engine developed
by UbeStream, the Internet celebrities or ordinary persons can easily produce and stream high quality selﬁe videos by
virtual studio and face recognition tracking.
MyKnower is an interactive IM media (OTT/SNS) launched by UbeStream for streaming expert on demand to client online
via a cross-border cloud. After joining MyKnower, pros/experts can free start up
(1)One-on-one instant two-way video consulting/tutoring/coaching
(2)Live interactive meeting/teaching/broadcasting
(3)VOD subscription services

A3-4 Startia Lab, Inc.
COCOAR2 is an app designed for Augmented Reality on cloud. It allows the picture printed on the paper to come
alive.
Users can watch a video using a mobile device, such as a smart phone or tablet by pointing the device on a picture in the
paper. You can set the AR link even after you have printed the material. You can change the video anytime. Not only is it
possible to set the AR marker to any kind of printed material but also most objects can be linked.

企業攤位 Nanjiue Research Institute
NJT Men’s Training has built its reputation on enhancing male sexual performance.
With its long-term experience, professional data-based analysis, and herbal products from the pharmacist’s consultation, it
provides its clients with reliable programs.
Furthermore, its effective screening method can greatly help to achieve sexual ﬁtness.
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Mobile&Cloud
B1-1 Win-Win TRUST Technology Co.,Ltd
We provide the following cloud solutions：
1. Best Choice for Customer Relationship Management

創

新思維特選

Providing services spanning client management, work/activity logs, as well as SMS and email marketing. With the approach of audience targeting,
Our CRM promises to boost customer retention rates.
2.Digital Membership Card Management
Run the best loyalty program, now and in the future. Directly engage with customers by providing relevant information to them, implement
dynamic point systems and better analyse customer behavior. Provide benefits and rewards to existing customers.Provide incentives to continue
spending and collecting points.

B1-2 Youred Corp.
Youred makes an easy way to clients for business operation and development. Our professional and multilingual team provides one-stop service
including vender sourcing, logistics, administrative tasks, international trading, commercial representation, and network marketing. Our main
task is to extend and promote client’s products and services in foreign countries. With years of experience, we have made tens of thousands of
successful businesses cases, helping our clients increase their sales and promote their businesses in several countries.

B1-4 FUNTEK Inc.
FUNTEK is a software company aims to provide instant messaging solutions, focuses on developing light-weight and cross-platform Chat SDK IMKit. We already helped to build customized chat solutions for multiple businesses.
More than thirty thousand users have been using the app with built-in IMKit Chat SDK. FUNTEK is also a selected startup in Orange Fab Asia
acceleration program

B1-5 Good Job Technology Co., Ltd.
Employee On Demand ＆ Optional Jobs for Everyone
“Good Job!” is an online immediate service to match “part-time jobs” to “manpower”.
We try to improve employment’s strait in Taiwan by making an intuitive operation method.
Let company’s productivity keeping high elasticity and cost-effective.
And increase bargaining power for temporary workers.

B1-6 DaDaDa
DaDaDa is a greentech company for energy-saving technology and Internet of things. The services and products focus on the domains of
intelligent building energy management and smart home.
SMART POWER is an intelligent cloud-based energy management system designed in a modular architecture. The system provieded powerful
real-time building energy simulation technology and customized service that can help enterprise strengthen the management of electricity
activities, effective savings of about 10 percent energy consumption or more.

B1-7 CID INNO
Digital media is the main sphere of message exchange and floating now. We use the big data method trying to capture and identify the
phenomenal issues and persons and explore the potential business opportunity between the different platforms, markets and industries.
phenomenal 1 Fair Game
phenomenal 2 Culture Heritage
phenomenal 3 CCP 19 VS Catalonia"

B1-8 Genki Co.Ltd
TW568.com major service is cross-border logistics information. We also provide domestic last mile integrated logistics in Taiwan.Services:
domestic delivery, clearance system, express system, WMS, Waybill management&tracking, SMS notification and barcode application on tally.
Our partners are T-CAT / HCT / FamiPort / KERRY TJ / KERRY EXPRESS and S.F..We work toward combining cross-border logistics and e-Commerce
with our partners to provide an universal platform for our customers.
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Asian Start-up Speed Interview

Match Making Area

Looking for Multinational Start-up Jobs?
Apply Now for Face to Face Interview with your CEOs!
Trying to ﬁnd a new job before 2018?
Tired of waiting for the response after sending the applications!
"mit.Jobs Speed Interview" provides quick-talk opportunities with the managerial level of various companies face to face!
On 18 Nov., "mit.Jobs Speed Interview" will be held in Meet Taipei, the largest Start-up fair in Taiwan.

Vacancies

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

主辦單位

mit Jobs
Meet Taipei |
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Mobile&Cloud
B1-9 Halal XYZ
Halal XYZ
清真三度空間

Halal XYZ is an internet company that focus on the development of Halal Digital Ecosystem in Taiwan. It is founded in 2016 by a group of Muslim
students and professional worker in Taipei.
Our vision is to assist all Muslims in Taiwan accessing Halal information related to not only foods, but also products, venues, hotels, tourism, etc;
and to provide one-stop solution platform for Halal certification system, electronic commerce, and financial services.
We started in Taiwan, go hand in hand with the government's New Southbound Policy, and expand our services to the Asia-Pacific market.

B1-10 Picowork
Picowork Limited, a system and technology provider, introduced the world’s 1st Collaborative Cloud OS (CCOS) and Collaborative Cloud
Computer (CCC), offering a versatile, secure system of collaboration and interoperability, aiming to revolutionize the Cloud industry into an
interoperable and distributed ecosystem.
Major Milestones:
§ The holding company of Picowork Limited was founded by Mr. Frank WT Cheung in Dec 2010.
§ 100+ HK, TW and CN enterprises participated in the beta trials of Picowork from Feb 2015 to Feb 2017.
§ CCC and CCOS officially launched on 22 Feb 2017.
§ 200+ media channels (BBC, Yahoo US, China News, SCMP) worldwide reported Picowork.

B1-11 Yourator.co
Yourator is the largest startup recruiting platform in Taiwan, and has provided recruiting service to nearly 400 startup companies and posted
thousands of startup job openings. Yourator's mission is to help talents discover great companies, with a focus on startups and internet / digital
industry, we have successfully helped thousands of passionate talents to find their dream startup jobs.

B1-12 Funmula Co.,Limited
Price is the most important factor in every consumer purchasing decision. Biggo is a new product search engine start at 2016. In less than a year
we are already in the top 70 most popular website in Taiwan. BigGo has largest product information in Taiwan.

B1-13 Screea
Screea connects consumers and merchants across the world through a value-sharing rebate system. Users of Screea are able to earn certain
fraction of cash rewards the moment when they spend money at any Screea-associated merchant, with no requirement of amount spent, nor limit
of times to get rewards. The merchants on the platform varies from restaurants, hotels, nightclubs to hairdressers, SPAs, clothing stores or even
health clinics. Also, users can refer Screea to friends through their own referral code, which allows users to earn more cash rewards every time
their friends use Screea.

B2-1 t,mot Innovation Inc.
t,mot Innovation Inc. has two kinds of product:
To B: QR code data analytic. Gather user social profile data as they scan the QR code.
To C: mutix, social platform for various skills. Providing an environment of networking and collaboration.

B2-2 Xinosys Co., Ltd.
Patisco is a multi-channels front-end SaaS solution designed for SMEs in B2B global trading.
By adopting Patisco, they can: construct their private online catalogs, assign selective customers to see different products, in different terms, by
different prices, communicate via proprietary messaging APP, and digitize the entire front-end business process.
Thus, SMEs can now thriftily reallocate their resources, quickly establish synergetic relationship with customers, and easily build a digital and
automated business that is combat ready.
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Mobile&Cloud
B3-2 Canner Inc.
Canner.io is the next generation CMS platform, providing a variety of components for your CMS. We also support image preprocessing, hosting,
API specs, access control management, cloud functions. With powerful toolsets on Canner.io, web-design companies, studios, and designers are
able to focus on design and build their application without any backend engineers.

B3-3 25sprout
SurveyCake, a world class cloud-based survey service, is built by Taiwanese startup. It can be used to collect data, which can be instantly
processed and analyzed using professional charts and graphs. In addition, customize functions and privacy assurance are supported - advanced
API, webhook and private cloud storage service, etc. With SurveyCake, surveys are a piece of cake!v

B3-4 18Light Game Ltd.
" 18Light Game Ltd "set up a company in 2015.Our games carefully blend social issues in our game stories so that not only players can be
entertained but also contemplate the depth of stories. In the near future, we hope we can change people’s life by passing information through
entertainment.

B3-5 Wyless Co. Ltd.
Wyless team is passionate of what we do, seeking to create a wireless charging ecosystem. We hope everyone can finally get rid the hassles
of using cables and to create a more eco-friendly environment. We have established a wide network of partners, and hope to provide the best
wireless charging for each industry.Our Mission: "Your Happiness, Our Motivaton, Wyless We Care."

B3-6 Lion Horse International Technology Co., LTD
Subversion, vibe, innovation, sharing and persistence are values Lion Horse live by.
With these values in mind, we keep on pushing the envelope and creating new business models. By providing sincere and innovative service, we
have increased the customer satisfaction significantly. Colorful packaging designs and premium formula of our products are also transforming the
industry. Most important of all, Lion Horse is always standing by our customers to provide them the right solutions to their needs.

Enterprise Shopline
SHOPLINE was founded by an international team with technology and business experience. In 2014, the team was selected to join the 500
Startups accelerator program. This gives SHOPLINE support and backing from a global network of technology providers and partners.
Powerful features and no coding required, SHOPLINE provides shop owners a tool to launch an online shop in a minute! So far, more than
100,000 merchants choose SHOPLINE to build their own shop.

Enterprise Cybozu Taiwan
It started in 1997 when three young Panasonic engineers fed up with expensive and clunky office management software left their jobs to create
more efficient solutions. They called their company Cybozu (“cyber kid” in Japanese). After three years, it became one of the fastest companies
to IPO in Japanese history and since then has won consecutive awards for creative and powerful office software.

Enterprise Amazon Web Services
In 2006, Amazon Web Services LLC (“AWS”), an Amazon.com company, officially began offering developer customers access to in-the-cloud
infrastructure services based on Amazon’s own back-end technology platform. Today, AWS is a comprehensive cloud services platform, offering
compute power, storage, content delivery, and other functionality that enables businesses to cost-effectively deploy applications and services
with greater flexibility, scalability, and reliability. Learn more about Cloud Computing: http://aws.amazon.com/tw/what-is-cloud-computing
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CX-1

Intelligence Business Startup Pavilion
12 Showcases of Intellectual Commercial Service Application –
Harvesting Taiwan’s Soft Power

In order to discover and help the new talents in entrepreneurship, Department of Commerce, Ministry of Economic Affairs introduces the
Asia Silicon Valley Intellectual Commercial Service Application Project that offers the training for selected 12 groups. The showcase will
demonstrate how the new talent with the help from the government shapes new environment for innovation service industry.

Team

Intro

Team

Intro

USPACE TECH CO,. LTD
Yiyuan
Yiyuan started by a digital marketing team for the customers'
requirement of O2O service, we entered DOOH market
with PD-space, we believe our abundant online marketing
experience will enhance the effect of the outdoor ad.

InforCharge Technology
Co.,Ltd.
InforCharge is the first IoT company in the World which
committed to integrate wireless charging and media service.
We provide the most simple and convenient wireless charging
solution, build a large number of wireless charging locations,
and develop users' charging habits. Our goal is to integrate
the value of digital cloud application, and build a complete
wireless charging ecosystem. Taiwan is just the starting point,
we are aiming at becoming a global representative brand of
wireless charging solution.

17FIT INC.

We are visionary, discovered the private car data to sharpen
our view of solving parking problems. We are protector, by
using our product ULOCK, guarding your car park and stay
alert while you’re going out. Then you don’t need to worry
about unexpected occupation anymore. We are helper,
helping drivers to find the nearest car park and pay the
parking fee easily, matching up the available car park fast in
hot spots area.
we are creator, not just creating more parking spaces in the
crowded cities but generate the extra income for the car park
owner. We are USPACE, brought to life by USPACE tech team.

GliaCloud Co., Ltd
GliaCloud is a technology company empowering every
individual to use and enjoy Artificial Intelligence and Big Data
in their daily lives. Founded in 2015, our team has a solid
technology background as demonstrated by international
a w a rd s w e h a v e w o n i n e v e n t s s u c h a s t h e E v e r n o t e
Hackathon, Google Cloud Developer Challenge, and Baidu
Hackathon. GliaCloud team is also recognized as Google
Cloud Technology Partner.

IIOT Co., Ltd.

Tiger, founder of 17FIT is a fitness lover who was over 100KG
when he was a graduate student. After he lost his weight, he
gathered his graduate school classmates of NTU and devoted
themselves to wellness industry. Now, Tiger and his team
are creating technological tools and ecosystem for wellness
studio owners and expecting to flip the industry.

IIOT is devoted to providing turn-key O2O solution for retails,
restaurant, hotels and shopping malls. Our solution empowers
venue owners to design marketing campiagn on top of
WiFiOTG service platform, which not only manage devices
easily but also help understand customer insight.

Direct Current Co.Ltdt

ASTA TECHNOLOGY
INCORPORATION

Direct Current Co.Ltd is a e-commerce company. We cooperate with many famous souvenir shop in Taiwan. We
focused on cross-border e-commerce business in Asia now.

Asta have devoted to promote 360 ° VR/AR image, let
everyone can enjoy the real world object experience in the
virtual cyberspace.

MoshiMori
MoshiMori utilize cloud computing technology to integrate
and manage business flow of omnichannel retailing. Along
with online-to-offline (O2O) commerce into MoshiMori Retail
Backend as a Service (RBaaS), including Responsive Web
Design e-commerce website and ERP/CRM/POS.
As a platform, we also offer diverse applications such as online
customer service to help retailers provide seamless blending
of the digital and brick-and-mortar experiences.

FinData Finance Technology
Corp.
FinData Finance Technology Corp. is an investee of Chunghsin Electric & Machinery Mfg. Corp. FinData tends to
integrate the Automotive Aftermarket to develop the O2O
Ecommerce with on-line payment and off -line Automotive
service based on the concept of internet plus. We aim to
be the platform for the brands of all parking lots and the
automotive service.
To achieve the business target, we provide a smart parking
solution, the iParking APP, to enhance the parking experience
for drivers. We keep expending our cooperated parking lots
and integrating value-added services with cross-industry
partners to drivers.
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AMAZE
FASHION CLOTH RENTING SERVICE

Ubitech co. Ltd.
Ubitech. Co., Ltd. found in 2013. QLiEER iPad POS is the main
product. We make POS system quick ,simple, and clear. The
interface is simplified as much as possible for cashiers to
get familiar with it in order to reach high-efficiency. Besides,
QLiEER is different from traditional POS system. The instant
report in your personal backend, which helps to manage your
business.

C1-1 Aiecos
It’s Air It’s Light, AirLight come with special LED design and professional patent air balloon.
The design can go together or separatly to adopt different scenario.
1. AirLight design for Camping/Hiking/BBQ/Activity/etc. 2. Snake LED strip and LED box can go with patent air balloon 3. Can be
designed for own brand or club use 4. Mobility is major ability. You can have fun and light life by using AirLight 5. Power by 5V
Rechargeable battery or Alkaline Battery

C1-2 Outland Inc
HelloWings is a product of Outland. Its main Big Data analytic technology, HybridConnect, plans out the cheapest flight ticket combination for our
customers, making real cheap airfare for long distance travel no longer a dream.
HelloWings’ service includes prices of 500K routes across 103 LCCs + all FSCs, in 1 currency, language, chart.
-Smart Combination: Automatically show different Airline for returning trip in searching results.
-HybridConnect: Algorithm automatically calculates and generates best flight routes with a mix of LCC & FSC tickets.

C1-3 Tomorrow Morning Ltd
Age of Fire is a start-up brand owned by Tomorrow Morning Ltd. The staff developed a series of outdoor gear features environmental sustainability,
innovative design and unique user experience by the core technology of biomass energy transformation. We try to build a local outdoor gear brand
through three series of products: Camping Stove, Fire Starting Kit and Lightweight Grill Stove.

C1-4 dido
“dido” is a mobile application which brings you a complete different experience of real-time location-sharing. “dido” provides a simple and interesting
way to start a meet-up with a “meeting point” and track your friends on the way to meet. By using the map view and camera view, you can check your
friends on the map and find their exact location through the camera in an AR-like way. With “dido”, you will never have to worry about losing your way,
or your friend ever.

C1-5 Bznk Fintech Co., Ltd.
Bznk/P2B Lending Platform/BZNK’ goal is offering a powerful transferring function from Account Receivable quickly to cash for all entrepreneurs,
to avoid liquidity worsening in a growing business. Platform of BZNK provides a marketplace where entrepreneurs are able to sell their Account
Receivable in a reasonable price to numerous individual investors to strengthen their liquidity, and individual investors are able to invest in a high
profitable opportunity given from entrepreneurs.

C1-6 Exabytes Ecommerce Sdn Bhd
EasyStore is an online website builder. A subsidiary of Malaysia largest web-hosting company Exabytes and has been expanding businesses into
Taiwan, Indonesia and Philippine to serving more than 30,000 merchants in 2017.

C1-7 Guide 4 Me
Guide4Me is a platform, a platform from travelers for travelers, built by a pack of enthusiastic backpackers who explored nearly every part of the world.
We know that when it comes to unforgettable travelling experience, you need tours guides who represents and has knowledge of its local culture
by every means. We offer in-depth tours throughout each corners of the world. Connecting world class tour guides with world travelers, offering the
ultimate local experiences. Our Mission is to revolutionize the tourism industry, focusing the most essential part of it: Your experience as travelers.

C1-8 Fruit Forest
We make jam with fresh fruit and sugar, does not contain artificial additives. The shelf life is six months, after opening has to be refrigerated .

C1-9 HOMIYA
Taiwan has a bunch of amazing specialty snack but their producer doesn’t know how to deal with design, marketing and distribution. Therefore,
HOMIYA is dedicated to resolving this problem. HOMIYA not only is a retailer but also able to develop the product, which is really the customers love.

C1-11 Parlameng
Our group make film through distinctive puppets.By figure sculpture skill, we can minimize all people to puppets and make vedio.
Even ancient and contemporary celebrity can become puppets.
Such as Einstein, Steven Jobs, Vincent van Gogh and Chinese empress Wu Zetian. They can star in web-drama, endorse for different products or
company. Wish to offer a whole new visual entertainment to you.
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Consumer&Commerce
C1-12 Netexboom Limited
Triplisher.com is a true travel sharing platform, our aim is to heighten traveler’s experiences as they plan their itinerary and change the way they travel.
Traveler will experience a whole new way of travelling by sharing rentals and accommodations with hosts and other travelers. Triplisher.com is available
in online and App, we help traveler to plan trip easier and faster and most importantly protecting our host and traveler via our trusted payment
platform.

C1-13 Ddoor Corporation
Ddoor Corporation aims at Automated Online Ordering for Quick Service Restaurant via cloud-based SW/HW integrated products and delivers core
product values of Speed and Convenience to its customers across 4 cities in Taiwan. The team received incubation at various accelerators and won a
few contests, including the Potential award from Smart Business @ Big Future campaign held by Dept. of Commerce MOEA, and currently one of the
finalists for New Talents of IT Innovation Selection held by Industrial Development Bureau MOEA.

C1-14 ＨＩＳＵＮＣＲＥＡＴＩＶＥＤＥＳＩＧＮＳＴＵＤＩＯ
HISUN CREATIVE DESIGN STUDIO, is to lead the Alishan Zhoushan youth organizations in the studio, we in addition to Zhoushan Railway Station on the
ground outside the tour, but also synchronized packaging, selling young people in the home industry, such as centuries tea factory hand Bitter tea oil,
Guanghua community hand fried ginger sugar ... and so on

C1-16 WHOS Co., Ltd.
「Whosdiary」is a qualified platform we provided for anonymous chatting and communication forum. Anonymous chatting is implemented through
matching two different user. Furthermore, we could abstract the users’ dialogue and learn from their dietary habit. Then, we could build our corpora.
With this corpora, depending on machine learning skills, the prototype of the “Chatbot” can provide an anonymous mechanism for automatically
chatting, meanwhile, avoiding the uncomfortable text replying from malicious users.

衣美e櫃
eMei Wardrobe

C1-17 eMei Wardrobe
「eMei Wardrobe」services include our customized「Mobile Wardrobe」development and「Personal Fashion Catalogue」:
- Customized Clothing Collocation - Makeup - Dress up photography
Objectives: - Efficiency: reduce time for picking up daily wear, and more efficiency to pack your clothes for traveling. - Smart Shopping：home portrait
photography service, we will take professional photos after we have completed the collocation clothes, we will upload photos to smartphone, and you
can easily browse it before shopping.

開啟您每天精彩生活!
A Beautiful Cozy Day with eMei.

C1-18 Flash Falcon E-Commerce Co. Ltd.
The method of free lottery can accumulate users quickly then it can stimulate users’ desire to be qualified for lotteries hence the app will lead the users
to shop or to proceed the tasks from games in both real and fictitious stores to accomplish the purpose of gaining customers for stores. The advantages
of using “DuoBaoLeague”：For Stores – Low cost and high visitors rateFor Customers – Free and high expectationFor Platform – Continuous and stable
income.

C1-20 English.Agency
English.Agency helps people who desire to study abroad to match the consultants online. The consultant could offer well planned study abroad plan
service and school enrollment application support. English.Agency also helps good consultant get user rating to consult more people who desire to
study abroad.

C2-1 Empire of ants studio.
Empire of Ants is focused on ant breeding skills. Through these breeding techniques, we can cooperate with different fields in both industry and
academics. This allows us to research and learn from ants, which provides new possibilities that could be applied to use in the human world. For
this reason, we focus on how breeding techniques can be improved for higher production rate and life expectancy. We also realize the importance
of teaching the public about ants, so they have a deeper understanding of what they actually are, as well as explaining our aspirations and future
intentions to them.

C2-2 MIRILLI & HUANG CO., LTD.
No more boring gifts! At CADOBOX, the first gift experience company in Taiwan, we offer an alternative to“traditional” gifts by providing a wide variety
of amazing experiences (ex. SPA, paragliding, romantic dinner, dancing courses, fly-board,... etc). Experiences are organized by categories, from WellBeing to Adventure, Lifestyle to Gourmet, and Vacation, and placed into exquisite gift boxes. The receiver has the incredible advantage of choosing any
experience included in the gift box as his wish.
CADOBOX, your best choice of gifts!

C2-3 TWDD
We provide the first designated driver serivice in Taiwan. Our goal is to become the leading brand in Taiwan for designated driver service to create a
new industry of ten billion scale;
the new industry will provide more than one hundred thousand jobs and also reduce drunk driving accident tragedy.
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C2-4 CHERNG CHE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Buy + 1 is a multiple order system that links Facebook Page orders and online shopping websites. It integrates of several logistics
companies to create a user-friendly consumer experience. Manpower saving, reduce handwriting errors, and allow sellers to focus
on developing new products and improve business performance. The system can be operated according to the seller, which is in line
with the FB Page group purchase consumption model.

C2-5 Nexti .Inc
PULO app：Professional Decoration Platform. Discover the possibility of your house with professional contractor. We’re a group of
home-lovers who want to help people decorating their house with our professionals. PULO think every contractor is a good friend
for you. Except the professional skill, they also have a lot of invaluable experience for your reference that could help you discover
what you truly want with your house.

C2-6 Adist
Smart store - Unmanned Solution, to solve the payment and queuing problems. Combined with online ordering system / offline
ordering / POS system / vibration notification system / payment system / called system , One-stop / full-automatic function. To
achieve a Virtual and phycial / pay a unified system, the Virtual and phycial order / real-time interactive system. Dual server give
ordering, each store can be Virtual and phycial E-Commerce.Taiwan's 20 years invention patents.

C2-7 3D Gold Fashion
"3D Gold Fashion Design Ltd" is the business of 3D printing, 3D scanning, jewelry design and manufacturing. In addition, we offer
training courses involving all sorts of jewelry-related knowledge starting from 3D modelling design to the final products. We are
happy to share out our advanced innovations with more people by combing the beauty of both traditional and modern jewelryproducing process.

C2-8 Aibeibi Technology Co.,Ltd.
ExLearn is the platform that focus on providing after school classes, activities and camps for kids. On ExLearn, you can easily navigate
around exclusive classes or activities for your kids, filtered by category, particular interest, location, or age.

C3-1 Dailiam F&B management
Taiwan Cooking School creates a new travel option: a bilingual cooking program, with money back satisfaction guarantee. Even a
single green participant is OK.
Taiwan Cooking School also arms to refresh the Taiwanese dishes, in order to serve more and more smaller groups of customers.

C3-2 Socialive
Socialive is the leading live platform to easily create, manage, and broadcast high-quality live content across multiple social &
digital channels. Proprietary technology through our desktop software and mobile app, Socialive enable brands, agencies, and large
enterprises the ultimate solution that takes live experiences to the next level.

C3-3 Business Next Media Corp.
Launched in 1999 as a paper-based magazine, Bnext focuses on emerging trends, concepts, models and figures in finance and
technology. We cover crucial changes around the world. Currently, we connect offline events and online content services, such as
daily updates, websites and social media. We explore influential factors in new economy, and prepare for the next steps. Starpup and
innovation are one of our long-term subjects.

C3-4 GOOZOO Design Ltd.
GOGOFurniture is an 8-piece home collection designed to embrace the concept of change while nourishing the need to feel home.
It emphasizes simplicity, adaptability and portability, keeps functionality and comfort constant and through all this, it aims to connect.
GOGOFurniture is the solution that brings enhanced quality of life into smaller spaces and provides a portability perfect for people
on the move.

C3-5

Someone information service limited company

HEYCPR - Model network matching-service platform, instead of the traditional model agency, with the most efficient, self-help,
effective way to make matching-service.
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D1-1 Spatial Topology Technology
People spend 90% of time indoor, but the applications of indoor map are more less than
outdoor map. STOMAP, indoor map platform, successfully makes up the gap in Google
Map, and completes the very ﬁrst navigation platform integrating indoor and outdoor
map. The map and navigation database of STOMAP has been applied into various
industries, such as car finding in parking lot, medical staff and equipment finding in
hospital, also tourist data analysis for airport shuttle industry. The last but not least, we
are one of the key service provider in 2017 Smart Taipei Station project.

D1-2 GL Design Automation Company Ltd.
DAC forces on developing automated image processing and feature analysis. We provide
customized image processing software, integration system (software + hardware), and
web applications. Above-mentioned technology can be utilized in automatic optical
inspection (AOI), optimized pattern recognition and analysis, etc.

D2-2 ROUND-P TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Round-P technology has threeparts of business:
1.) Creative / Interesting: For example: choco-team chess
2.) Innovation/ technology: the main direction of the current business,
development of UAV-- robot software control platform.
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Enterprise Microsoft Taiwan
Microsoft BizSpark Program is a program tailored for Start-Up Companies who is
founded within 5 years, with income less than US$1 Million and aiming for software
related business. The Program gives startups 1 year of free stuff – software, services, tech
support, and Azure cloud. Membership puts all Microsoft development and test software
at your ﬁngertips, including Azure, Windows, and Ofﬁce 365 – for free. Plus, enjoy access
to hundreds of free training classes anf technical content to help you on your journey.

Enterprise ChatWork
ChatWork is a group chat app that helps over 150,000 companies across 205 countries
and regions communicate, collaborate and increase productivity. The platform, available
in six languages, includes secure messaging, video chat, task management and file
sharing functionality. Founded in 2011, ChatWork is Asia's No. 1 business chat app and is
based in Osaka, Japan with employees located in Asia.

Enterprise SUNIX Co., Ltd.
iOS has changed our lives; it’s a secure and stable communication platform. iOS mobile
devices have lag of capability to connect to peripherals; with SUNIX iDevicePort, it will
allow iOS smartdevices to easily connect with peripherals in various applications.
SUNIX iDevicePort helps your application platform to be dynamic regardless of distance,
and allowing iOS smartdevices to expand to interface with RS-232 & USB devices via
Ethernet or Wi-Fi; such as, retail POS, smart retail, smart medical, Industrial 4.0, etc....

Enterprise CloudMile.inc
Service：1) Machine Learning Module 2) Cloud Infrastructure Design
Product：1) Real-time Intelligence Translation System 2) Intelligence Object Recognition
System 3) Intelligence Recommendation Engine
www.mile.cloud
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TURING

D2-3 ToSee Co., Ltd.
Real-time collect nearly 150 financial news platforms and more than three-million
corporate data. Turing is an integrated financial data-analysis platform by providing
users multiple analysis of stock market, news volume, contents, stock price volatility alert
and industry news of reinvestment. So users can therefore foresee new opportunities of
industry investment.

D2-4 BluePlanet Inc.
BluePlanet Inc. started its business with Digital Archives Database projects and now has
committed itself to media/social media content analytics. Based on machine learning
algorithms, we develop automatic data mining and contextual analysis technologies for
Chinese language content.
Our team has earned a good reputation for the Digital Archives Database/news content
analysis platforms we have built for our customers in government and business.
With more experience we have developed better data mining technologies, including a
new analysis model for different kinds of Chinese language data. Now our latest product,
Chinese contextual analysis API and media-monitoring tool, will be launched in 2017.

D3-1 Taiwan Fintech Corporation
Basing on Fusion$360’s FinteXchange platform, we provide transactional services on
Fintech big-data, AI, blockchain that are necessary for the innovation of FinTech, and
by connecting clients, financial institutions, startups, and VCs/incubators, we initiate
Ecosystem-enabled solutions to cultivate innovation and transformation of the FinTech
services to put the value of Inclusive Financing into practice. Currently, our available
products include 360 degree API Store and on-demand credit-risk reporting robot
to help clients to acquire data rapidly and to proceed with the real-time credit-risk
evaluation for KYC continuously.
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EX-1

TYC Startup Pavilion
Entrepreneurship and Innovation in Taoyuan –
6 Policy X 17 Team Showcase

To achieve your entrepreneurship, Taoyuan City Government helps you to ﬂourish. For the better environment, the creation of Department
of Youth Affairs offers the co-working space, coaching and grant, and combines the city’s business incubation centres together bringing
the international trend and links. In this section, there are 6 policy showcases and 17 entrepreneurship teams demonstration. If you want
to know more about the resources in Taoyuan, please visit us.

Team

Intro

Team

Intro

UNIQUE MONSTER CO., LTD.

Shenlearn

We devote to develop Social network platform app with real
world. With GPS Map, Community, and Mobile devices, we make
joy and surprise everywhere.【The whole city is our adventure
world】

We provide offline course management system, including
students attendance, learning performance, payment..etc.
Teachers can follow up student status by using multi-point
login collaboration with students’ all-purpose cards to enhance
learning and teaching efficiency.

Coactive Innovation Ltd.

Happy Energy Co., Ltd
(Mimir Robotics Education Center)

Coactive Innovation established on 7-Oct,2016. The key
activities are“Design- Brand-Marketing”.New invation
o f Lu ft Pe r s o n a l A i r p u r i f i e r ， a d o p t s U V L E D & N a n o Photocatalyst, Luft could help decomposing VOCs, orders,
bacterial, virus, and mold. Luft accompanies your daily and
making "Healthy Air To Go".

Mimir
覓謎爾

The Mimir Robotics Center integrates the K-12 and STEAM
courses and uses a robotics course that includes Electronic
Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
and computer programming to transform the school's theory into
practical applications!
With "Catapult" to explain the lever principle, "path following
robot" to explain the calculus, students can easily use the
application of life to learn knowledge.

Hert Zhi

Andong Youth Start-up Hub

AIC is a start-up company owned by Adolph Hu who was a cloud
virtualization engineer. Hu known aquaponics serendipity and
interested in it, he spent lot of time to study combining fish and
planting. Now AIC successfully developed a series of biotope
aquarium with aquatic plants and fish.

"Antong Youth Start-up Hub" is a technology workspace for youth,
it was set up by Taoyaun city government to perform project
"Asisa‧Silicon Valley", focusing on ICT industry and development,
application, creation, innovation and startup of ICT, VR, AR , and
to connect international youth entrepreneur workspace.

QI-KANG HEALTH
MANAGEMENT CO,. LTD

XMAC GLOBAL CO.,LTD

QI-KANG HEALTH MANAGEMENT CO,. LTD, the first company to
provide cleaning services in Taiwan. This cleaning technology has
been developed in Japan for decades, the purpose is to clean
the water pipes in the dirty and bacteria. QI-KANG cleaning water
pipes continue to develop water pipes technology and actively
promote the importance of cleaning water pipes in Taiwan, so
that people drink good water with water.

XMAC Global is a start-up company and specialized for industrial
products and fast moving consumer goods. Main markets are
Europe and Japan. Our team currently is stationed in Innovation
Centre in Executive Operation Center of Chung Yuan Christian
University. In order to match specific needs, our team cooperate
with university for innovating competitive products. In recent
years, we combined software (big data analysis, data collection,
IoT technology) + hardware (metalworking technology, machinery
design) and expand our range to green economy and recycle
industry.

VIPT JOB Co., Ltd.
VIPT job are full of gather platform for Chinese talent in Southeast
Asia, Southeast Asian people come to Taiwan to work and study,
when they return to the country, the use of Chinese ability to help
enterprises to develop steadily.
To seek employment:
VIPT job help talent improve competitiveness, transparency of
job information, and education programs for Southeast Asian
business needs.

B&B
B &B Yan.Yan.Liang

飛 行 學 院

Taiwan Witspal Team
We provide offline course management system, including
students attendance, learning performance, payment..etc.
Teachers can follow up student status by using multi-point
login collaboration with students’ all-purpose cards to enhance
learning and teaching efficiency.

Fuzzy Studio Inc

B&B have brick and mortar location ,there are also web stores.
The message was passed by word of mouth.Future will penetrate
produces the official study simultaneously and combine of
technology.keeping launching new product for consumers.

Fu z z y f o c u s e s o n c re a t i n g f u n a n d a w e s o m e l o o k i n g
entertainment products (e.g. biped robots, battle tank toy and
game).

HANG-JIAN TECH CO., LTD

RADIALROUND

In the aspect of education, Arklab is a branch aiming at education
in science. Arklab promotes certifications and authentications of
drones and talents cultivation in this field with HANG-JIAN TECH
CO.,LTD.Considering the energy in the community of makers in
Taoyuan area, we want to promote the stem education of drones
and programming at the same time. We strongly expect to
implement the spirit of makers by the idea of learning-by-doing.

We are RADIAL-ROUND design team who realize the importance
to maintain the natural environment. Regarding to the damage
of the disposable products toward our environment is more and
more widely, we choose the biodegradable material for the brush
head; and the reusable stainless steel material for the hand-made
grab handle. Here comes the RADIAL ROUND 2-stage stainless
steel toothbrush!

Farmily Farm
In order to run a healthy livestock production supply platform, we
sell our products directly. In addition, free-range farming makes
our chickens delicious.

Creative 3DPrint Studio
We are a good and reliable 3D printing supplier and consultant.
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EX-2

STSP x StarFab Innovation Super
Highway Pavilion

Enabling startups to work with STSP enterprises through the STSP Innovation Incubation & Co-Creation Platform, from joint R&D, PoCs on
corporate sites, to taking products to market through enterprise sales channels, fast-tracking startups on the path to a global market.

Program

Company
Starwing eCommerce Co.

bovia

GYRO

Inﬁnities

We Jump

Skywatch

Beseye

Pantone 326C
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EX-3

TIEC Pavilion

The Taiwan Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center (TIEC-Taiwan) project was launched in 2015. The establishment of the Center is intended to link Taiwan’s
startup entrepreneurs with the venture capital ﬁrms and accelerators in Silicon Valley. Operated by ITRI, a nonproﬁt R&D organization founded in 1973, TIECTaiwan is tasked with the mission to introduce high potential Taiwanese startup companies to the Bay Area startup ecosystem. A selected startup is entitled
to a grant of staying in the US. In addition, TIEC-Taiwan will provide consultation, mentoring and other needed services for the selected startups to merge
into the innovation and entrepreneur environment. TIEC-Taiwan showcases the dedication to creating opportunities for global collaboration, investment and
innovation. Meanwhile, it ampliﬁes the vision to expand Taiwan’s role in the global value chain. The objective is to build new connections with Silicon Valley,
attract bilateral investment and demonstrate the value of collaborating with Taiwan’s companies and startup teams.

Team

Intro
TITAN
Taiwan Innovation & Technology Arena: Connect global startups to Taiwan and create a prosper ecosystem in Asia.
TITAN is a one stop shop inbound platform of soft-landing, accelerating, technologies and business engagement/PR for worldwide
entrepreneurs/startups. This project aims to boost the diversity of Taiwan’s innovation ecosystem by inviting talents from all over the world
to create the next big thing with Taiwan’s startups and industries. We provide the resources for the soft-landing of worldwide startup teams.
In addition to ﬁnancial support on the ﬂight tickets and accommodations in Taiwan, the worldwide team can choose one of the experienced
accelerators in Taiwan as a host and leverage the accelerator’s network here.
This year we have successfully attracted and assisted 10 international startups from 7 countries to come and expand their business in Taiwan.

AP Plasma Corporation
AP plasma Co. Ltd, is working on bonding and lamination of sport shoes by unique air plasma treatment technology in footwear industry, to
replace traditional toxic chemical primer and cement, which are not allowed to use anymore in U.S and Europe.
24 billion pairs shoes produced globally per year, much more than 1.6 billion mobile phone market Atmospheric plasma Co. Ltd main
customers including sport brand name companies and main O.E.M companies.
The air plasma technology and equipment can cover needs of enhancing bonding performance and ECO process requirement.
This technology and equipment will apply to auto and airplane market which need much more complex material lamination in near future.

Jobalaya, Inc.
Give Referrals Today, Get Referrals Tomorrow!
Jobalaya is a recruitment platform that facilitates job and talent search through employee referrals.
For young professionals – Referral is the best way to expand your career network, and Jobalaya is the perfect tool that helps you facilitate
introductions between jobs and friends!
For graduating students – Never apply for jobs without referrals! If you don’t know anyone from your dream company, use Jobalaya to ﬁnd
referrers beyond your personal network!
For companies – Referral is a great way to hire, so why not do more of it? Let Jobalaya make referrals your number one recruitment tool!

Trade Wind Biotechnology
『Trade Wind Biotechnology Co. Ltd.』from Academia Sinica of Taiwan is dedicated to use synthetic biology for natural products production.
Using synthetic biology technique, we created a “probiotic cell factory” to convert valuable compounds more efficient and stable than
traditional way, and the probiotic is carefully selected from FDA approved Generally Recognized as Safe (GRAS) strain.

Adenovo
Adenovo is a Fintech company in Taiwan, we apply artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) to help ﬁnancial institutions to do the risk management.

U-GYM Technology Corp.
UGYM PRO is a smart and professional deep muscle massager to help you advance in every sport. It’s a portable accessory designed for sport
enthusiasts to get powerful and effective massage on the go. UGYM PRO helps relieving muscle stiffness and soreness for different types of
sports to improve exercise performance, speed up muscle recovery and prevent potential sport injury.
Before exercise – Body warm up
It’s small and discrete to carry around and use it on the go before doing any intensive workout.
During exercise – Enhance or assist training
For example, you can use UGYM PRO to build abs while jogging to enhance exercise efﬁciency.
After exercise – Relax muscle and metalize chemical
Speed up muscle recovery and avoid soreness by metabolizing build up chemicals in deep muscle.

Coolso
Coolso is developing a wearable gesture recognition device with patented technology that is capable of detecting subtle muscle activities. It
recognizes detail information such as muscle fatigue, gesture and strength level. The greatest advantage of our technology is that is immune
to interference such as sunlight or humidity/ perspiration which would compromise other gesture control solutions. This feature makes this
technology particularly suitable for application in outdoor environment, Such as AR/VR application and allows user to control gaming or various
devices with simple ﬁnger movement.
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Smart Hardware&IoT

E1-1 Sea of Clouds Advanced
Sea of Clouds Tech possesses core technologies ranging from VLSI implementations, embedded
systems, and network protocols to image recognition with big-data and mobile cloud computing
platforms. Evolving with AI, our platforms provide profound and quality experiences for people.

E1-2 Giant Lighting Technology Co. Ltd.
Giant Lighting Technology focuses on human-centric smart lighting design and consultancy for
providing lighting solutions of more than 90% energy saving and high visual comfort. Our designs
meet CIE, IES and EN lighting standards and recommendations. Giant Lighting Technology can help
you develop the most comfortable lighting environments with the lowest energy cost.

E1-3 GREENBANK Technology
GREENBANK Technology, with a strong technical team, master the key technologies of energy
conservation, the main research and development of green energy and BIG data related technology,
development lab in Hsinchu Science Park, the production of IOT wireless smart switch, have passed CE
/ FCC / NCC / BSMI / ROHS certiﬁcation.

E1-5 MooreDoll Inc.
MooreDoll is a create IOT (internet of things) company which establish in 2014/11 , TAIWAN TAIPEI
we combined the traditional accessory (child toy / petcare / babycare)with IOT tech and give the
product a new life and also provide a new experience to the user.
we believe the IOT tech could make our life better and convenience and hope all the family could enjoy
it and get used to it.

E1-6 GoWiFi
GoWiFi is a leading pocket Wi-Fi router rental service in Taiwan. The coverage of our service is more
than 108 countries. We hope travelers can get better experience with a stable network service. Stay
traveling, stay connected!
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E1-9 Weeview Inc.
WEEVIEW envisions a Context-Aware digital future and Ambient Intelligence that will drive cutting
edge UI innovation, and open tremendous new possibilities in human-machine interaction. Our vision
is to be the world’s No. 1 choice for Natural User Interaction solutions while maximizing ICT products
Innovative value, especially in User Experience.

E1-10 MightyRC
MightyRC is the ﬁrst product be able to integrate remote control, home automation, media player and
hand gesture control. We would like to not only eliminate the obstacle of using home entertainment
device, but also include media content, appliances, smart phone and applications to make it user
friendly.

Smart jewelry, Smart beauty,
Smart xlock, Smart easy

Smart innovation, creative value.
智慧跨戒，創造价值

E1-11 Smart boutiques innovation co.
1.The phone coming or far away ,smart boutiques will ﬂash notiﬁcation.
2.Smart boutiques support unlock the door.

E1-12 Wisp
We are a female tech startup focusing on sensation developing sensual wearables to enhance the
intimate experience from women’s aspect .
Wisp offers wearable technology to help women explore their sensuality by themselves or with a
partner, providing sensual stimulation as well as bio-data tracking, facilitating the discovery of the
personalised approach to arousal, an enhanced well being and a better quality of life. The nature of the
products is smart jewellery, it can be worn in public and initiate intimate conversations.

E2-1 Duck Design, Inc.
Duck Design Inc. is a provider of corporate gifts and promotional giveaways in Taipei, Taiwan.
Refer to www.usbﬂashpen.com and www.promogift.com.tw for more our products.
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E2-2 GREEN SPOTLIGHT DIGITAL CO.,LTD
Green Spotlight supports second-hand machine and parts sales, such as HP, IBM, Dell and Lenovo etc.
Also provide business level equipment maintenance and database building. Now, we are developing
“GreenSys for LINE” for monitor equipment.

E2-3 Soyiwo
Set up the anti-theft device, the purpose is protect safety. When the customers come to shop, thay ask
and use the products by the online clerk through the video device for shopping guide.
in the consort work space, the stuffs will be set up the video equipement, and connected to the
desingnated stores. You can live and connected the 3-5 shops in the same time to serve many
customers.

E2-4 Kadacharge
Kadacharge combines Taiwan's bike culture with IoT technology to provide a more environmentally
friendly and healthy solution of charging portable electronic devices (PED). By pedaling, the "green
energy" will no longer be subject to the traditional power grid, where users will be able to charge their
PED anytime, anywhere and gain the commercial value of redeem rewards.

E3-2 Tomofun
Furbo is a smart dog camera that lets you see, talk, and even toss treats to your dog.With the input from
professional trainers and vets,Furbo is designed to make sure your dog can always feel your love.
When you’re away from home, Furbo Dog Camera will let you keep tabs on your pooch, comfort them
and even give them treats. The peace of mind that comes with keeping the furriest member of your
family safe can help you build a stronger relationship with your dog. Packed with features, Furbo is the
next-best thing to being home with your pup.

E3-3 WayGo Financial Technology Co.
WayGoBox combined with iOT and block chain technology, to creat the world's first "open and
decentralized" mobile payment platform. Taking into account financial security, easy of use, and
cost, WayGoBox allows different payment App to cooperate with each other and supports a variety
of payment scenarios, including traditional shops, to street vendors, to vending machines, unnamed
equipment, parking lots, and game consoles. WayGoBox is the way to the vision for cashless payment.

E3-4 Ideabus Technology Co., Ltd
Ideabus technology consists of a group of young and vitality designers and engineers, build a complete
R&D team includes design UxU department, cloud application department and APP development
department, specializing in the integration of hardware and software development and design, has
been to published dozens smart system, smart family / smart medical / smart healthcare / smart
monitoring system, through friendly process and intuitive interface to improve product availability, and
through the characteristics of IOT to create industry business value.
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